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Tras la reciente unificación del Mercado Eléctrico Europeo, el análisis exhaustivo de las 

distintas variables eléctricas de cada país resulta determinante para los resultados de 

cada mercado a nivel local. Entre ellas, los intercambios de energía entre países tienen 

gran relevancia, ya que son un factor clave para poder determinar, por ejemplo, el 

precio horario en cada mercado El objeto del presente proyecto es analizar los 

intercambios trasfronterizos de energía eléctrica en el Mercado Eléctrico Europeo. Este 

análisis se basará, por un lado, en el uso de grafos como método compacto de 

visualización de la red, y en técnicas de Machine Learning tales como el clustering, que 

facilitarán el reconocimiento de patrones y de distintos modos de comportamiento. 

En primer lugar, se presenta una breve introducción al Mercado Eléctrico Europeo, 

recientemente unificado para asegurar el abastecimiento mediante el aumento de las 

interconexiones entre países y mejorar su eficiencia. Esta unión ha provocado grandes 

cambios en la transmisión y distribución de electricidad en el mercado europeo, que hoy 

en día sigue avanzando hacia la liberación y una mayor integración. Así mismo, 

también se presenta un breve repaso sobre la literatura existente, centrado sobre todo en 

el efecto de la proliferación de fuentes de energía renovables que, al ser ofertadas a 

coste cero, afectan sensiblemente al despacho diario de electricidad. 

A continuación, se plantea la metodología a seguir para la problemática propuesta. Cabe 

destacar su carácter de propósito general, ya que dicha metodología no es sólo aplicable 

al problema de los flujos de energía en concreto, sino que podría emplearse en 

diferentes problemas, tales como analizar distancias entre ciudades, flujos de piezas en 

una fábrica o tiempos de vuelo entre distintos destinos.  



El primer paso consiste en el desarrollo de grafos, resultando en este caso de mayor 

utilidad aquellos que expresan la dirección del flujo. Gracias a esta herramienta se 

puede apreciar rápidamente el comportamiento en una situación determinada, 

permitiendo identificar fácilmente nodos importadores y exportadores, los flujos con 

mayor volumen de energía, o la dirección de la energía por la red, por ejemplo.  

Además, para explicar fácilmente distintos periodos de tiempo y zonas geográficas, se 

propone una nueva metodología completa de agregación temporal y espacial de dichos 

grafos. La primera permite agregar varios momentos concretos de tiempo en un solo 

grafo, de tal manera que, por ejemplo, se pueda mostrar un mes al completo en lugar de 

sus distintas horas por separado. Por otro lado, la agregación espacial permitirá 

simplificar zonas con gran cantidad de nodos o con demasiado detalle en macro-nodos 

que faciliten la comprensión del grafo final. 

Una vez establecidas las técnicas de visualización a emplear, es posible realizar el 

análisis de comportamiento usando técnicas de clustering. Para ello, empleando el 

algoritmo de k-means, en primer lugar se determina un número adecuado de clústeres en 

cada periodo estudiado, para después analizar su activación temporal así como las 

características eléctricas de cada uno. 

Una vez definida la metodología empleada, se plantea el siguiente caso: el estudio de 

los flujos eléctricos trasfronterizos durante el año 2016 en Europa. Para ello, se cuenta 

con los datos obtenidos de la plataforma de transparencia de ENTSO-E, agrupación de 

los principales operadores del sistema (TSO’s) del Mercado Eléctrico Europeo, formado 

por 43 miembros. 

Para ello, tras llevar a cabo un análisis exploratorio inicial de los datos, se realiza una 

agregación geográfica del problema, que constituirá la base a estudiar. Concretamente, 

se han analizado 27 flujos eléctricos, una vez agrupados distintos países del Este de 

Europa.  Tras un análisis general del año 2016, para identificar el valor medio de los 

flujos, su variación y distintos aspectos técnicos, se presenta un desarrollo sobre los 

meses del año y sus principales cambios en el comportamiento eléctrico.  

Finalmente, se presenta un análisis detallado sobre los distintos patrones de 

comportamiento detectados durante el año en cuestión. Para ello, tras fijar a cuatro el 

número de clústeres, basándonos en el error de cuantización, su activación a lo largo del 



año es analizada en detalle. En primer lugar, cabe destacar que el comportamiento de 

algunos intercambios concretos, tales como los de Francia, o los del nodo DE-AT-LU 

hacia los países nórdicos han resultado claves para la diferenciación de los distintos 

clústers formados. 

Por ejemplo, el clúster predominante durante los meses de enero y febrero, también 

presente durante algunos periodos de noviembre y diciembre, se caracteriza 

fundamentalmente por incluir horas en las que la energía se traslada del centro de 

Europa (FR, DE-AT-LU), hacia Suecia llegando finalmente a Finlandia. Por otro lado, 

de septiembre a noviembre, Francia parece comportarse normalmente como nodo 

importador, durante el verano, la energía fluye hacia el Este y Norte de Europa, 

mientras que el clúster cuatro, activado en su mayor parte durante los cinco primeros 

meses del año, se caracteriza por tener intercambios del Norte al Centro de Europa. 

Para concluir, este proyecto presenta una metodología completa de creación y 

agregación de grafos, y determinación de patrones y su activación, aplicando métodos 

de clustering, que ha permitido realizar un análisis exhaustivo del comportamiento de 

los intercambios de energía en el mercado eléctrico europeo durante el año 2016. 
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After the recent unification of the European Electricity Market, making an exhaustive 

analysis of the different electrical variables of each country is decisive for the results of 

each market at the local level. The exchanges of energy between countries are one of the 

most relevant variables, since they are a key factor to determine, for example, the hourly 

price in each market. The purpose of this project is making a deep analysis of the 

electrical cross-border exchanges in the European Electricity Market . This development 

will be based on the use of graphs as a compact method for the network visualization, 

and also on Machine Learning techniques like clustering, that will facilitate the pattern 

recognition and different operating modes. 

First, a brief introduction to the European Electricity Market is presented. It has been 

recently unified to ensure the supply by increasing interconnections between countries 

as well as improve their efficiency. This union has caused major changes in the 

transmission and distribution of electricity in the European market, that is still today 

moving towards liberation and greater integration. Likewise, a brief review of the 

existing literature is also exposed showing mainly the effect of the proliferation of 

renewable energy sources that, when offered at zero cost, affect significantly the daily 

dispatch of electricity. 

The methodology proposed for this problem is developed next. It should be noted its 

general purpose, since this methodology is not only applicable to energy flows problem 

in particular, but could also be used in other problems, such as analyzing distances 

between cities, flows of pieces in factories or flight duration between different 

destinations. 



The first step is the development of graphs, being more useful those expressing the 

direction of the flow. With this tool, the behaviour in a given situation can be quickly 

seen, identifying easily importing and exporting nodes, flows with higher volume of 

energy or the energy direction through the network, for example. 

In addition, a new complete methodology of temporal and spatial aggregation of graphs 

is proposed, in order to explain more easily different periods of time and geographical 

areas. The first allows to add distinct moments of time in a single graph, so that, for 

example, you can show a whole month instead of the different hours separately. On the 

other hand, spatial aggregation makes it possible to simplify areas with a large number 

of nodes or those with too many detail in macro-nodes, thus facilitating the final graph 

understanding. 

Once the visualization techniques to be used are established, it is possible to perform the 

behaviour analysis using clustering techniques. First, using the k-means algorithm, an 

appropriate number of clusters is determined in each period studied, analyzing then its 

temporal activation as well as the electrical characteristics of each one. 

Now that the methodology used has been defined, the following case is presented: the 

study of cross-border electricity flows during 2016 in Europe. The data has been 

obtained from the ENTSO-E transparency platform, that groups the main operators of 

the system (TSO's) of the European Electricity Market, made up of 43 members. 

For this purpose, after carrying out an initial exploratory analysis of the data, a 

geographic aggregation of the problem is made, used as a base to study. Specifically, 27 

electric flows have been analyzed, once different Eastern European countries have been 

grouped. After a general analysis of 2016, aimed to identify the average value of the 

flows, their variation and different technical aspects, a further development of the 

months of the year and their main electrical behaviour changes is presented. 

Finally, a detailed analysis is done about the different patterns of behaviour detected 

during the year studied. To do this, after setting the number of clusters to four based on 

the quantization error, the activation throughout the year is analyzed in detail. First of 

all, it should be noted that the behaviour of some specific exchanges, such as those 

including France or the one from DE-AT-LU node towards the Nordic countries, have 

been found to be a key for the differentiation of the various formed clusters. 



For example, the principal cluster during the months of January and February, also 

present during some periods of November and December, is characterized by including 

hours in which energy moves from the centre of Europe (FR, DE-AT-LU) , towards 

Sweden arriving finally to Finland. On the other hand, from September to November, 

France seems to behave usually as an importing node. During the summer, energy flows 

to the East and North of Europe, while cluster four, activated mainly during the first five 

months of the year , is characterized by having exchanges from North to Central 

Europe. 

To sum up, this project presents a complete methodology for the creation and 

aggregation of graphs, as well as patterns determination and their activation, applying 

methods of clustering. All these features allowed a comprehensive analysis of the 

behaviour of energy exchanges in the European electricity market during the year 2016. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Being able to give an overview of how exchange flows of energy move around Europe 

is the main aim of this project. First, it is necessary to investigate about recent and more 

old papers about this topic, being specially important how the European Electricity 

Market was created and the main rules and procedures governing it. Besides, also 

techniques that may be used in this project are described, in order to be aware of the 

different possibilities of analysis available.  

1.1 STATE OF THE ART 

This section tries to analyse all the already existing papers and documentation about this 

issue, as well as giving an overall approach about different techniques concerning this 

project and its development.  

1.1.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE EUROPEAN ELECTRICITY MARKET 

Electricity is the most used form of energy in the world, both in the industrial sector and 

particular houses. The electricity system consists on the generation, transportation and 

its final distribution of the electricity to the customers. This type of energy can be 

produced in large quantities and it is considered to be a very clean way of consuming 

energy. 

On the late nineteenth century, the electrical energy started to be an important source of 

energy. Over the years, it was developed more and more, reaching the actual point. The 

stage development of the electrical market is related to the country's technological 

development, since the compsumtion of electricity is one of the main progress 

indicators. [1] 

For the right operation of any system, it is necessary to impredict the impredictable, 

forecaste how the demand curve is going to shift and, consequently, how the different 
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energy groups (hydraulic systems, renewable energies, carbon centrals or nuclear ones) 

should produce. Many prediction models have been developed in order to show how the 

offer and demand can be adjusted.  

It is easily understood that the more bigger and interconnected an electrical system is, 

the more stronger and safe will be it. That is why all the European countries had tried to 

increase their interconnections with other regions, so that a full European System has 

been developed making it the most important one in the world. Therefore, all the 

countries have tried to assured their own electricity supply, trying to be resistent to 

contingencies and being capable of facing high demand periods, with the help of other 

generating points outside. What is more, interconnections contribute to statibily and the 

maintenance of frecuency. [2] 

Competition and profit motivation result in internal (production) and external (market) 

efficiency, since there are more incentives to reduce the costs and therefore, prices can 

be lower. The liberation of this market requires having competitive energy and retail 

markets as well as regulated transmission and distribution activities.  

One of the main goals of the European Electricity Market was the privatization of some 

public enterprises (or the allowance to enter the market for private firms) with the 

purpose of being more efficient and reduce costs. Besides, it was also a good way for 

governments to reduce their liabilities.  

The European reform for the common market was developed in two different levels. On 

the one hand, the member countries were required to take some targets in their own 

national market. On the other hand, the European Commission contributed by 

improving the cross-border trading rules as well as making possible the expand of cross-

border transmission links. The first were aimed to enable firms to compete with national 

incumbents while the second tried to reduce costs and increase competition between 

countries.  

Prior to 1997, most countries preferred those policity that ensured their own provision. 

In case any cross-border exchange existed, it was due to a bilateral agreement for fixed 

amounts of energy or just in case of emergency. In that time, only two wholesale spot 

electricity markets existed in Europe: the England & Wales Pool and the North Pool, 

over the Scandinavian countries. 
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The price of electricity in those years combined energy and transmission, but then due 

to compulsory transmission access rights they were splitted up. This way, the physical 

constraints were exploited as well as the companies had the incentives to have a 

competitive design of transmission and distribution lines. 

However, not every single arrangement in the agreement fitted. In the case of cross-

border trade, it was simply assumed that the energy followed the shortest possible path. 

For instance, if a German generator had wanted to sell its energy to a consumer in 

Spain, it would have needed to pay transmission tariffs in Germany, France and Spain. 

Therefore, its price will be no longer competitive with the ones offering in the regional 

market. Another example are the called "loop flows", that means flows taking place in 

parallel. This can menace the security and stability of the system, as happened several 

years ago between France, Germany and Belgium. In this case, a very-low-demand day 

took place in France while it was an average working day in Germany. Consequently, 

all the cheap energy in France went to Germany, but not all this energy went through 

the lines between those countries but also throught the one in Belgium. In case any line 

had broken in Belgium, all the system would have entered the blackout state due to the 

connections between nodes. [3] 

The main efforts focused on regulation, access to transmission and distribution 

networks, as well as competition in wholesale markets. It has been achieved a high level 

of standardisation within the countries. On the one hand, the price for consumers has 

decreased. On the other hand, the productivity of electricity companies has increased 

but their benefit in more competitive markets does not seem to be that good (maybe 

because of excess capacity). 

Therefore, the most pausible route to a single European market is through regional 

markets, just as an intermediate stage, like the ones that exist nowadays: Iberian, Baltic, 

UK-Ireland, west European... Nevertheless, these markets are each in a different stage 

of development: while the Nordic one is the most advance in terms of integration, the 

Iberian market one is just starting. Liberalisation and integration of the European market 

is a continuous process. [4] 
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1.1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are several topics related to the subject matter of this project. Nevertheless, it has 

not been found any directly explaining the facts that are going to be developed here. 

First, the review is conducted to the already existing models for the European 

Electricity Grid. Then, also new facts, as the entrance of renewable energies in the 

market and its consequences is going to be reviewed. 

One of the main models developed for this market has been the ELMOD one, based on 

DC Load Flow model, initially developed just for Germany. This model is shown in 

Figure 1. Usually models have to account for physical barriers when determining the 

prices, due to limits on transmission lines. Besides, the energy cannot be stored in large 

scale for now. Therefore, when calculating the amount of energy to produce and the 

price to be offered, there are several points to calculate. [5] 

 

Figure 1. ELMOD Model. 
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The ELMOD Model is a non-linear optimization model maximizing welfare under 

perfect competition assumptions, as well as constraints. Then, it also takes into account 

that in Europe the demand of electricity grows during Winter and is less in Summer, 

due to weather conditions. What is more, the demand is also affected if is a day week or 

a weekend, because of industrial works. Therefore, ELMOD is calculated a 24-hour 

framework. In addition to demand characteristics, also the main features determining 

the producers are explained, according to the optimal output and the minimum one.   

ELMOD was initially raised for solving the congestion problems due to the wind 

integration, mainly due to the growth in offshore technologies in Germany. It showed 

that adding 8 GW will not ask for any additional modifications in the grid, but an 

additional 5 GW more will request some changes in the grid. Aditionally, the ELMOD 

model can be used to analyse the placement of new plants based on grid constraints. 

Continying speaking about renewable energies, in the last years there has been a 

undeniable growth of these energies among the European countries, being specially 

important the wind power energy for its development and expansion. This type of 

energy is very different from the others because of its stochastic and non-dispatchable 

nature. 

However, the most distinguish characteristic is its low marginal cost, causing the 

"merit-order effect" that lowers the price in the market. This type of energy reduces the 

load, hence shifting the supply and the demand curves, pushing out of the market other 

expensive energies. 

The European transmission network is composed of five different synchronous zones, 

each one with its own rules and generation characteristics. Due to the varying 

conditions, several prices can happen between the areas, having consequently flow from 

the cheapest ones to the most expensives ones. Therefore, massive investments will be 

done in the next years to increase the line transmission capacities. 

Nonetheless, wind power generation also has an inconvenient due to its difficult 

forecast. This problem can be diminished, since the variability of wind power 

generation is not that big compared to the variability in only one region. Therefore, 

using the "smoothing effect" of aggregation and assuming no problems in transmission 

capacities, this problem would be solved. 
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In this case, the focus of the analysis of wind power energy through cross-border flows 

is Germany. This country is the largest producer in Europe and it is highly connected 

with other countries. 

The tools used in this analysis were principal component analysis (PCA), polynomial 

regression and mapping. PCA is used to reduce the size of the problem, identifying the 

most important nodes. Local polynomial regression is used to model the interaction 

between external variables and the chosen modes of the flow dataset. Finally, mapping 

allows to apply the result to the whole map. 

The dataset goes from January 2006 to December 2008, having 26 301 hourly 

observations. The flows consist in 70 flows in 2006, 72 in 2007 and 74 after 2008. Since 

the analysis is being made as a whole, just the original 70 original interconnections will 

be taken into account, being finally 68 due to lose of information about 2 exchanges. 

Besides, some outliers in the values were observed during that period, being finally the 

number of flows 26281 hourly observations. 

As it was said before, it will be used the production forecast rather than the actual 

production. Therefore, the first variable being analysed would be the forecast wind 

power penetration as the division of the wind power production forecast times the load. 

The normal behaviour of the spot prices in Germany can be explained as sparse spikes 

reaching out around a fixed amount. Applying a logarithm function, the difference 

between the denser low prices is increased. 

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) allows to select those variables that account 

for most of the variance in the dataset. The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix for the 

centred version form a new orthogonal basis for the flow dataset. Arranging them in a 

decreasing fashion, the higher position is has in the ranking, the more variance contains. 

In this case, the result was having only 8 PCs, thus including other variables did not 

change the final outcome. Here, it is assumed that the first component explains mainly 

the behaviour of the flows concerning Central Europe (Germany, France, Switzerland, 

Belgium and the Netherlands). Furthermore, the second one tends to summarize how 

flows perform between Germany and Scandinavian countries. 

Modifying the linear combination obtained by the PCA Analysis by a coefficient, a 

local polynomial regression is attained. Firstly, this paper defines a grid in the space for 
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the explanatory variable and then weighted least-squares is performed in each point. 

The points used for the regression analysis are called neighbours, those points that are 

closest. Finally, a surface is obtained and results could be directly inferred from its 

shape. In this case, it can be seen that external variables can highly influence the result. 

As the result of this paper, different zones can be differentiated in Germany due to their 

exchanges: North, South, West and East. Main conclusions could be that the North 

region is very affected by the wind penetration power available, influencing also other 

flows in neighbouring countries. Incidentally, concerning flows in the southern region, 

changes in these exchanges does not seem to affect other countries. For example, the 

flow between Switzerland and Italy stays in a stable value. About the West of Germany, 

depending on the amount of wind power available in Germany, the Netherlands can 

change its behaviour, switching its energy importation quantity from France.  At last, 

flows concerning Eastern Europe are more complex to analyse. 

1.1.3 MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES 

Learning is a very complex process, including several stages in a whole. It is based on 

observation of data and the consequent experimentation. It is undeniable the engineering 

approach, given the fact that the main aim is improving the performance of a set of data. 

Nowadays, there are lots of data and information available to analyse, but this purpose 

can lead to spend long periods of time as well as tedious procedures in order to 

understand and explain them. Then machine learning enable to make these tasks in a 

such easier way. [6] 

There are two basic forms of learning: knowledge acquisition and skill refinement. On 

the one hand, the first one leads to the understood of the meaning as well as the 

relationship between the facts, being able to apply this knowledge later on different 

fields. On the other hand, skill refinement tries to improve through practice and error 

correction, being the level of consciousness not required all the time. This type of 

knowledge is the one applied in Machine Learning techniques. 

Likewise data analysis can be classified in two different types: exploratory analysis, 

used when there are not already defined patterns to apply, but having the purpose of 
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discovering them and being able to understand how this data works; and confirmatory 

analysis, used when a model needs to be proved.  

Having a set of data, the main goal is predicting how the unseen data is going to behave. 

One possible approach is the one proposed in this project, the data clustering analysis. 

This type tries to find different groups based on patterns, making quantitative 

comparisons, that can be applied to the next data in a meaningful way. These groups are 

called clusters, that should be compacted and isolated, performing as a whole. They are 

regions with high density surrounded by other regions with a lower density. 

Historically, clustering techniques have been used for underlying the structure of a set 

of data, so that it can be obtained a deep insight as well as provides a procedure to find 

anomalies. Besides, it also helps to create a classification based on similarity. [7] 

There are two different clustering techniques: hierarchical and partitioned. The first one 

can find nested clusters by an agglomerative mode (each point has its own cluster and 

similar clusters are recursively summed up) or by a disive mode (top-down approach, at 

first there is only one big cluster and it is divided each time a new behaviour is found). 

On the other hand, partitioned clusters are determined at the same time, being a fact that 

they do not give a hierarchical view. The technique that is going to be used in this 

project belongs to this type of clustering and its name is k-means.   

K-means provides an understandable, efficient and simply method for clustering. It 

finds a partition for minimizing the squared error between the empirical and the real 

points. This error always decreases when more clusters are added to the problem, so a 

fixed number of groups should be defined. It has three parameters: number of clusters 

K, cluster initialization and distance metric. The most controversial one is the number of 

clusters, so that usually different k-means analysis are developed using different values 

of K. About the distance metric, the most common one is the Euclidean metric, so that 

k-means finds spherical clusters. 

1.2 MOTIVATION 

Nowadays, any developed society is based on using electricity as a source. With the 

purpose of gathering all the countries together in one single market, a whole European 
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Electricity Market has been composed. In this market, all the countries provide their 

own energy resources, so that the final dispatch is reached. The cheapest offers enter 

sooner in the market than the most expensive ones, that is, supply offers keep entering 

the market until the demand is totally met.  

Having a unique market, the cheapest energy can move from one country to another, 

always taking in mind that these flows are limited by the capacity of the transmission 

lines. Hence one country can benefit from the fact that its neighbour country is 

producing cheaper than itself. What is more, it is important to highlight when these 

exchanges of energy are taking place, as well as where are the main countries that may 

be taking advantage of them. 

A wide and complex analysis of how the energy is produced in each country and how 

weather conditions can affect this production (mainly due to renewable energies that 

seize the opportunities from the nature, like the wind or the rains) will be very useful to 

understand why some prices are cheaper than others. Furthermore, the exchanges 

between countries may have some pattern, whether by hours or by areas. 

Thus, the main motivation of this project is understanding how the European Electricity 

Market works and, then, being able to use and apply all the data available about 

exchanges. Thereby a wide analysis about the conditions of flows and how they take 

place will be developed. Once all this information has been processed, having a simple 

map about the main places and main exchanges would be very useful for both producers 

and clients, that at first glance can have an idea.  

The final aim will be finding a patterns in the cross-border physical flows among 

different zones and countries, so that energy sources could be programmed in order to 

know if they will be needed or, on the other hand, they will not be able to enter the 

market supply. Finally, being able to have all this info available will make it easier for 

producers and clients, because the behaviour of the market would be a little easier to 

understand. 
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1.3 MAIN GOALS 

In general terms this project aims at analysing the cross-border physical flows among 

different electrical zones in Europe. As aforementioned, the project could have several 

goals, since it has miscellaneous options to explore. There are still many open doors to 

investigate about the Electricity Market and how it is displayed by the multiples actors. 

Specifically, this project focuses on the use of the available data in energy exchanges, 

having four main goals. 

 1. Exploratory analysis of the data available. 

The aim is understanding all the information contained in the data and how it had been 

obtained. Hence it would be possible a further examination in order to identify possible 

gaps in the flows, since it is a mixture between different countries and their regions. It is 

important to highlight that the data store starts on the 5th of January 2015, and as the 

years go by, more countries join. 

Then, it is also important to analyse the data, just to identify the outliers and possible 

measurement errors in the flows, being consequently this part of the data available not 

useful. 

 2. Automatic generation of the Exchanging Network Graphs. 

Once all the data has been verified and the full data store is reliable, the next goal in the 

project is generating offhand the graphs. Here, the different electric connections in 

Europe will be seen, identifying the nodes and how is the relationship between each of 

them. Therefore, an overall vision about how the energy flows is obtained. These graphs 

should show the value of the exchange flow between different zones, countries or areas. 

Thus, it is going to be possible to see if a country exports or imports energy as well as 

from where. 

 3. Automatic simplification of Exchanging Network Graphs according to spatial 

and temporal levels. 

Here, two different hierarchical dimensions are going to be developed: temporal and 

spatial. On the one hand, the temporal perspective will lead to a date analysis, so that 

just the chosen times are analysed. For example, a test within the working days. On the 
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other hand, a spatial analysis can be developed, being able to identify big areas by their 

nodes, working as a single entity. Hence, it would be possible to understand their 

behaviour as a whole and how is their bearing with other areas. 

 4. Temporal patterns and correlated flows identification. 

Thanks to clustering and other machine learning techniques, several patterns will be 

identified within the data store. This way, it can be analysed and compared the diverse 

situations of zones while similarities and differences are shown. Both temporal and 

spatial dimensions will be taken into account. 

1.4 WORKING METHODOLOGY 

As different goals should be achieved during the development of this project, different 

milestones have been proposed, as described next. 

1. Literature review: first of all, it is necessary to have a wide overview of how the 

state of the art is. With these purpose, several papers and books were analysed, 

in order to know which issues have already been developed and the way they 

were done. Besides, it helped to acquire a general idea about the problem and 

how it should be approached.  

2. Data acquisition and pre-processing: the basis of this project is the accuracy of 

the data available as well as having a reliable source. Therefore, having an 

official source as ENTSO-E provides a good basis to build upon. Then, a 

preliminary analysis of how all this data performs was accomplished. 

Furthermore, it was also necessary to convert it from its original format to the 

one used by Matlab, in order to be able to carry out the analysis then. 

3. Exploratory analysis: once a first insight was taken, some analysis about how the 

data performs should be done. For example, this includes finding the outliers in 

data (flows that are usually above or below the mean), finding those flows that 

are not stored in the data base (Matlab reads it as NaN values, that means that 

these cells are empty) or analysing the countries with their nodes and the 

availability of flows depending on the desired date. 
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4. Analysis of Matlab capability for dealing with directed and undirected graphs: 

Matlab is a very powerful tool that provides several methods to analyse data. In 

this case, the first approach was being able to draw all the nodes in Europe 

placed geographically and their exchange flows.  

5. Development of building module: once graphs can be shown, a further analysis 

about how the information is displayed must be done. 

6. Development of the graphical representation: Here it should also be developed a 

tool for drawing these graphs in a fast-understandable way, so that you can 

obtain the main meaning of the graph in the very first insight, due to the fact that 

different graphs can be shown. 

7. Development of temporal simplification module: this approach deals with the 

temporal simplification of flows, so that several dates can be joined in a single 

graph, having different countries involved. 

8. Development of spatial representation: Europe Electricity Market includes 

several countries, having each country different nodes inside. Therefore, having 

the key to reduce the amount of nodes to analyse gives a more accurate overview 

of the information required. Hence, grouping different nodes or countries in only 

one entity (calculating therefore the consequent new flows between the 

neighbours) allows to focus.  

9. Temporal pattern identification using clustering techniques: once all the tools 

have been developed, with the help of clustering techniques, the data will be 

analysed to detect temporal patterns, namely how data changes over time. For 

example, the most typical approach would be finding which hours have similar 

flows during weekends. 

10. Cross-border identification using clustering techniques: it is also important to 

analyse how flows interact between themselves, being able to say how one flow 

affects other ones or which reasons may affect these facts. 

11. Analysis of results: finally, it should be done a wide overview about all the 

knowledge acquired as well as giving a final conclusion lines about the facts 

discovered thanks to this project. 
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Table 1 shows the timeline of the project, how the different tasks have been developed 

along the months. The start of the project took place in September and the final due date 

planned was June. 

 

 

Table 1. Timeline of the project. 

1.5 MAIN RESOURCES AND TOOLS 

This project uses the data available for energy exchanges obtained from ENTSO-E: 

Transparency Platform website [8], creating a full data store, where the main analysis 

will be extracted from. In this website it can found a collection of the electricity 

generation, transportation and consumption for the European electricity market.  

This information is contained in several folders, each one with the correspondent 

acronym of the country. Then, inside this folder, it can be seen different subfolders, 

named by year and finally, an excel file where the exchange is described. All this data 

will be correctly displayed in Matlab as a data store.  

The main tool that will be used is the program Matlab R2017b. This program offers a 

wide range of possibilities to explore the data as well as provide a powerful tool to find 

the possible outliers and errors that may have been register in the storage. Besides, it has 
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a full toolbox section about Statistics Tools and Machine Learning ones, that will be 

used to understand and to take advantage of the flows. Thereby, all the graphics and 

automated diagrams can be built.  

Finally, also books and papers about Statistic Methods to analyse the data will be used 

as well as the ones that may explore how the Electricity Market works. All this papers 

will be correctly referenced in the development of the project as sources of information.
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2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this section, using  a simplified example, a working methodology will be proposed. 

Thereby it will be explained all the designed tools to show the information contained in 

the data set. For this purpose, four big sections are suggested. First, the graphs would 

help to represent the data in the right way, showing as much information as possible. 

There are many different types of graphs, developed for understanding faster and easier 

the information given. It will also be shown how they have evolved. Secondly, the 

temporal application would help to discover through dates and different options for 

statistical methods how the flows are changing. Then, the spatial option will be 

developed. This is a powerful tool since provides a method for joining several nodes, so 

that a general scope can be achieved. So many different nodes can be joined and the 

flows will automatically be recomposed, as it will be shown in its section. Finally, the 

clustering analysis will be developed, so that every fact about it can be discovered: 

activation distribution and electricity changes through the different clusters. 

2.1 GRAPHS 

In this section, using  a simplified example, a working methodology for graphs will be 

proposed. Thereby so many different options can be chosen, since there are many 

alternative ways of showing the same info, just each of them gives another approach. In 

Table 2 the flows that are going to be used are shown. Easy values have been chosen in 

order to show the power of the tools in a glance. The nodes are dummy, could represent 

anything, for example places and distances, countries and flows, etc. 
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From To Value 

A B -2845 

B C -1718 

C D 947 

E D 383 

B E 486 

C E 1495 

Table 2. Simplified example. 

First, this table can be represented by showing its graph. This means that the 

relationship between the nodes is shown by its value but not the direction. The very first 

graph that can be shown is in Figure 2. Here the all the existing lines are represented but 

each node is placed without any rule. Nevertheless, this can help to have a very initial 

idea of how a graph should look like. 

 

Figure 2. First graph. 

Then, the very first approach would be placing the nodes in their correct place. For that, 

each country has been assigned their real coordinates. This one is shown in Figure 3. 

Now a more exact idea can be given, since it can be seen how are the actual length lines 

and how energy flows in the map. 
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Figure 3. Graph with the real coordinates. 

However, the fact that the direction of the flow cannot be seen in this type of graphs 

makes a difference, since it cannot be said how the energy flows, for example, if it 

flows from south to north or from east to west. Hence another type of graphs are 

needed: digraphs. These graphs are really more useful than the others, since they can 

give a general idea of how this map behaves.  

In Figure 4 it is shown the digraph for this example, already implementing the real 

coordinates. As can be observed, now the direction of the flows is shown, hence being 

possible to extract more info from the plot. 

 

Figure 4. Digraph with the correct coordinates. 
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As now both the direction and values are shown, it would be also very helpful having 

the width of the line proportional to the value of the exchange. Hence it can be directly 

observed with are the main lines within the map and their variation. In Figure 5 can be 

seen how it would look like. At a glance it can be seen that the flow between A and B is 

the biggest one. On the other hand, D-E and B-E are not very considerable. Also the 

lines representing the flows have a associated colour, depending on their value. If they 

are positive, green; for negative values, red.  

 

Figure 5. Digraph with width lines according to the flow. 

The very first outreach possible, as it was said, is showing the values for the exchange 

flows. Within this option, several variants can be discussed. In Figure 6, it is shown the 

names of the nodes, the direction of the flow (indicated with an arrow) and the value of 

it. Besides, now also another issue was added: the size of the node can be seen, that 

depends on how much energy goes through it. If the node is green, it means it is an 

exporting node, what means it is sending more energy than receiving. On the other 

hand, if it is red, it means it is an importing node, receiving more energy than the one it 

is sending to its neighbours. This can be easily proved with this example, since it meets 

the results obtained in Table 3. 

As it is observed, the biggest node speaking about energy is Finland, that consumes a lot 

of energy from its neighbours. On the other hand, Spain and Switzerland consume 
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almost the same amount of energy that they give. All this information can be obtaining 

just looking for a few seconds to the graph. 

Node ΣEnergy 

A -2845 

B 1613 

C 4160 

D -1330 

E -1598 

Table 3. Summation of energy per node. 

 

Figure 6. Graph obtained directly. 

Just those flows that goes from south to north (or what is the same, from small latitudes 

to higher ones) will be considered as positives, and thus drawn in green colour for 

positive values. In case of having both nodes the same latitude, then longitude would be 

taken into account, being also higher values the ones that will be dominant.  

With all this tools, several information can be obtained in just one glimpse. Besides, 

also this digraph can be seen without names and values, just to give a general idea about 

where the main exchanges take place, as shown in Figure 7. Here it is shown that the 

main exchanges are within the north part of the map, more in the east. This is useful 

when no distraction is desired, just the main movement of energy needs to be observed. 
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Figure 7. Digraph without names and values. 

2.2 TEMPORAL 

Once the main tool for showing the value of the exchange has been shown, other ones 

can also provide further information, giving a different point of view. For this purpose, 

a second set of data has been created, having henceforth the data shown in Table 4. 

From To Value 1 Value 2 

A B -2845 -832 

B C -1718 2764 

C D 947 -1295 

E D 383 -1413 

B E 486 627 

C E 1495 1672 

Table 4. Simplified example extended. 

As the flows between countries can have different values within different periods of 

time, being able to sum up this information from different moments is very useful. 

Hence it can be seen as a whole different moments of time that are similar or those that 

can be summed up because their similarity 

The very first tool developed was the simplest one: obtaining the mean of the data set 

given. Here two different variants can be seen regarding having NaN values within the 
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data. As in the simplified example there are no NaN values, both types would look 

exactly the same. Computing the example shown in Table 4 as they were different 

moments in the same data base, the corresponding table showing the mean obtained can 

be seen in Table 5. 

From To Mean 

A B -1838.5 

B C 523 

C D -174 

E D -515 

B E 556.5 

C E 1583.5 

Table 5. Standard deviation: mean. 

The corresponding graph is shown in Figure 8. Here, thanks to the graph, a general idea 

can be obtained of how these flows behave. 

 

Figure 8. Temporal graphs: Mean. 

There are also other possibilities for this type of temporal association. Having different 

data from the same flows for different moments allows to make different statistical 

comparisons. Here it can also be computed the standard deviation directly, obtaining the 

results shown in Table 6, in Figure 9. 

As it is widely known, the standard deviation is a measure to gauge the dispersion of a 

set of values. If this value is low, the data set will be close to the mean. Appling this 

measure to the data shown in Table 4, the standard deviation will look like Figure 9. 
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Since there are only positive values of standard deviation, all lines in the graph are 

drawn in purple. For the nodes, the same methodology applies: computing the amount 

of standard deviation going through them, the size of the node is calculated. 

 

Figure 9. Standard deviation. 

From To Standard Deviation 

'ES' 'NO3' 3.535 

'NO3' 'FI' 0.707 

'ES' 'CH' 0 

'SK' 'NO3' 4.949 

'SK' 'FI' 2.828 

Table 6. Temporal graphs: standard deviation. 

Besides that, just with a glance of the figure it can be seen that the exchange between B 

and C is the one that varies most, having hence the highest standard deviation and its 

width proportionally drawn as the biggest one. This last thing is coherent with the data 

shown in the previous table. 

In the same way, also the coefficient of variation can be obtained straight forward from 

the data set, just given some dates to join. It shows the extent of variability in relation to 

the mean and it widely known as coefficient of variation. For this set of values, this can 

be seen in Figure 10. Positive values are shown in cyan and negative ones in grey. The 

same pattern as before applies for the size of the nodes. 
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From To Coefficient of variation 

'ES' 'NO3' 0.282 

'NO3' 'FI' 0 

'ES' 'CH' 2.357 

'SK' 'NO3' -2.828 

'SK' 'FI' 3.299 

Table 7. Temporal graphs: coefficient of variation. 

 

Figure 10. Coefficient of variation. 

With this comparison between the different values for each flow, several conclusions 

can be obtained just watching the graphs obtained. The flow exchange between the 

nodes B-C, C-D and D-E are the more evolving ones, as their standard deviation and 

coefficient variation are the greatest ones. 

Finally, for the aim of temporal graphs, also the recount tool was developed, showing 

how many times the flow goes in one direction or in the other one. This is a key item 

that makes it easier to understand how the energy flows and how constant it is in its 

direction. These results had already been shown in Figure 11, contained in Table 8. 
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From To Recount direction 

'ES' 'NO3' 1 

'NO3' 'FI' 1 

'ES' 'CH' 0.5 

'SK' 'NO3' 0.5 

'SK' 'FI' 0.5 

Table 8. Temporal graphs: recount direction. 

In this example, using the data given in Table 4, the flow between A and B would 

always have the same direction, as well as the one going from C to E, and B to E. 

However, the other flows are shifting to one direction to the other one. These facts are 

shown in Figure 11: 1 means that the flow is always going in that direction and 0.5 that 

it can vary from one moment to another one. Besides, it can also be obtained a 0, 

meaning that the flow never goes in that direction, i.e. it always go in the opposite one, 

therefore having the same meaning than obtaining a 1. The size of the node is calculated 

as in the other types of graphs. 

 

Figure 11. Recount direction of the flow. 

Hence being able to show different periods of time in the same graphs has many 

advantages, mainly for comparing reasons. Besides, some periods can be seen as a 

whole, so that for example each month can be seen as an entity or a whole year. Hence 

the temporal graph option development is a very helpful tool. 
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2.3 SPATIAL 

Having the tool for graphical representation is the very first step to understand the 

movement of energy through Europe. Then, being able to sum up different moments of 

time for seeing things as bigger groups of time is necessary, mainly due to comparisons. 

Finally, within the field of analysis of these exchange flows, the main tool left is the 

spatial pooling of different nodes. For instance, taking into account different zones in 

Europe would be very useful, because sometimes if there are too many variables to 

observe it is difficult to obtain a conclusion. There are several possibilities, that will be 

later explained in this project, like the spatial pooling of nodes per country or different 

countries making bigger zones. 

From To Value 

A B -2845 

B C -1718 

C D 947 

E D 383 

B E 486 

C E 1495 

Table 9. Simplified example. 

Using the simplified example given before in Table 2 (repeated now in Table 9 for 

facilitating the comprehension) it is going to be explained how it would look like. For 

instance, a first example joining A and B, called "GroupA-B" is shown in Table 10. As 

it can be seen, the nodes A and B do not exist anymore and they have been computed 

and replaced by the new node, joining both of them. Now, as A has any other 

relationship but B, the computation is very easy, just the flow between A and B is no 

longer there.  

From To Value 

GroupA-B C -1718 

GroupA-B E 486 

C D 947 

E D 383 

C E 1495 

Table 10. Group A-B example. 
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Figure 12. Spatial graphs: Group A-B. 

In this type of association, the new node is calculated with the corresponding 

coordinates as the mean of the old ones. 

Therefore, making the computation between nodes in a extreme of the map is very 

simple and easy to understand. It is important to highlight that the flow between A and 

B is lost, since it is no longer necessary, since the flow between internal nodes in the 

spatial association is not important. 

Another possibility would be joining two zones that are not directly connected, as A 

with E. The graph obtained from this operation is shown in Figure 13. Here there is a 

new node called Group A-E that joins both. As they were not related before, now they 

are represented just by one node but the flows are exactly the same as before, just 

changing the name of A and E for the new one, as shown in Table 11. 

From To Value 

GroupA-E D 383 

C GroupA-E 1495 

C D 947 

B GroupA-E 3331 

B C -1718 

Table 11. Spatial graphs: Group A-E 
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Figure 13. Spatial graphs: Group A-E. 

Then, another possibility is joining two nodes that are related with each other and also 

with other nodes, as would happen with the Group D-E. As it can be observed in Figure 

14, the flow between these nodes is no longer available, since it only matters their 

behaviour with the nodes outside, not the relationship between the ones being joined. 

Besides, the flow between A and B is still there, having hence the same value than 

before, 2. The flow changed is the one with C, since both NO3 and FI had an exchange 

with that node, that right now has been computed and shown as the computation of 

them, having the final value of 2442. 

From To Value 

A B -2845 

B C -1718 

B GroupD-E 486 

C GroupD-E 2442 

Table 12. Spatial graphs: Group D-E. 
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Figure 14. Spatial graphs: Group D-E. 

These past behaviours can be also applied to more than one node, as much as it is 

useful, following the same methodology and obtaining the same results. To show this, 

an example has been developed joining three different nodes, chosen from the central 

part of the map: B, C and E, as can be seen in Figure 15. Besides, in Table 13 the flows 

value are shown. Now there is big group in the middle, but the relationship between it 

and the external nodes is kept out. 

From To Value 

A GroupB-C-E -2845 

GroupB-C-E D 1330 

Table 13. Spatial graphs: Group NO3-CH-SK. 
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Figure 15. Spatial graphs: Group B-C-E. 

2.4 OTHER TOOLS 

Then, other tools have been developed. Two different graphs can provide very usable 

information. It can be easily deducted if the flow is constant in direction or not. This can 

be used for determining how are the relationships between nodes and what flows should 

be token as constants and which ones varies from one situation to another.  

Another tool in that line has been developed, showing the result of the subtraction of 

two graphs that want to be compared. The first graph to compare is the one shown in 

Figure 6. The other one is the extended one, shown in Table 4, which graph can be seen 

in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16. Graph for the extended data. 

As seen in Figure 17, positive values are shown in blue while negative ones in yellow. 

The same rule is followed by the size and colour of nodes, as explained before in the 

other examples. The flow between B and E seems to be similar because the different is 

very small. Though the flows involving the node D seem to change a lot, since the 

differences are very high. 

 

Figure 17. Subtraction graph. 
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Another tool has been developed. In the example, there is only value per flow but in the 

real data set could happen having two different rows for the same flow, just changing 

the order of the nodes and the sign of the value. This can lead to obtain graphs as the 

one shown in Figure 18, using the data in Table 14, having repeated the flow between A 

and B. 

From To Value 1 

A B -2845 

B C -1718 

C D 947 

E D 383 

B E 486 

C E 1495 

B A 2845 

Table 14. Repeated flow information. 

 

Figure 18. Repeated flow graph. 

Nevertheless, for the aim of this project it is better having just one line indicating each 

flow rather than having two of them. This could lead to misunderstanding when seeing 

the graph. 

Finally, the last graph developed was the one showing 24h of a day. This cannot be 

shown with the simplified example given, so it will be seen with a day from the data set. 

Here showing the 24h of the day can help to see how flows develop during the day, to 
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see if there is some type of progress and which flows remain the same regardless the 

time. As it can be seen in Figure 19, the 24 hours are displayed. 

 

Figure 19. 24h plot. 

Once this general plot is obtained, just using the zoom we can investigate further what 

is happening in each period of time. 

To sum up, having a powerful tool concerning how graphs are shown is very important, 

because it provides a key to understand easily and faster how energy flows on any map. 

Besides, the statistical tools for representation allows to compare different moments and 

the more conceptual graphs, like the one showing the sign, make a general idea of 

which are the main countries importing or exporting energy. 

2.5 CLUSTERING 

The first part of the methodology covers how the exchange flows between the different 

nodes is taking place and provides tools to understand it in a easy and faster way. 

Within the second part a wide analysis will be done but not about representing and 

showing this info in different ways but from a pattern discovery point of view. 
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For this purpose, a clustering tool has been made. The aim is finding behaviour patterns, 

so that hours that are similar can be explained as a whole. There are several patterns 

possible: months that have similar behaviours, hours that always are the same... 

For example, a year from  the made-up data set has been selected to see which pattern 

could be obtained, making different groups of behaviour. The algorithm being used is k-

means. In this method, it is necessary to find the accurate number of clusters k. For this 

purpose, the quantization curve is used, so that the elbow of the graph is found. In this 

case, shown in Figure 19Figure 20, a good value would be 4. 

 

Figure 20. Quantization curve for finding k. 

First, in Figure 21 it is shown the cluster activation graph for a full year. Here it can be 

seen the previously fixed number of four groups. Each group represent a different 

pattern, a different behaviour concerning the data used. 
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Figure 21. Cluster activation for the example year. 

Besides, also just one month can be shown, to see its behaviour during that small period 

of time. Therefore, the same analysis can be obtained but with different number of 

clusters and with a different approach. Then, as showing the days of the year could be 

more difficult to understand, another plot using the months of the year is shown in 

Figure 22. Here we can see the four clusters defined and their appearance depending on 

the month. 

Once the cluster activation has been shown, one cluster from the previously obtained is 

going to be analysed. For example, cluster 1 is selected, coloured in dark blue. The 

activation for cluster 1 is shown in Figure 23. Also just some cluster could be shown in 

the activation, in order to compare them. 
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Figure 22. Cluster activation per month. 

 

Figure 23. Cluster 1 activation per month. 

Once the cluster activation for group 1 has been developed, now it is recommendable to 

find more about the behaviour of the data for that period. First, is shown in Figure 24, 

the mean of the flows during that cluster 1. Then, in Figure 25, is shown the percentage 

of times each flow goes in one or other direction. 
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Figure 24. Mean for cluster 1. 

 

Figure 25. Percentage of direction for cluster 1. 

Besides, also the energy of cluster 1 can be seen as a whole during the year, to see how 

it is evolving. In Figure 26 is shown the movement of energy computed as the sum for 

this cluster 1. 
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Figure 26. Cluster 1 energy movement. 

Finally, it is important to highlight that there are many other possibilities for showing 

the info contained in the cluster activation as well as for understanding the behaviour of 

each cluster. Here only the most important and clarifying ones have been shown as part 

of the methodology. 

To sum up, this methodology allows to understand and develop a deep analysis given a 

certain data set, having a start and ending point, and values flowing between each place. 

This can be applied to any data set to find its behaviour, so that several patterns or 

motivations can be developed as the user wants. 
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3. CASE STUDY: EUROPEAN EXCHANGE FLOWS 

ANALYSIS FOR 2016 

The main purpose of this project is developing a deep analysis about the exchange flows 

in the European Electricity Market during the year 2016. For this aim, the proposed 

methodology, exposed in the previous section, will be used, to understand the data and 

develop possible reasons for the nature of the exchanges in that period. As it is known, 

the Electricity Market in Europe is a very complex grid of exchange flows, composed of 

several countries, being possible that a country has more than one node, as happens with 

Italy as will be shown. Due to its intricate character, it is needed an extensive analysis, 

trying to cover all its possible issues.  

Being able to discuss the exchange flows in 2016 needs a previous development. In the 

first section, it is going to be explained the origin of the data, extracted from the 

ENTSO-E platform, the biggest association in terms of electricity partnership. Besides, 

it is important to know its structure, how the data has been is organised. With this test 

the first assumptions can be made, so that some data can be discarded due to the scarce 

information being provided. 

Once the source of the data has been shown, the next goal is understanding this data, 

how it behaves and why, starting with the values given for each day, to show which are 

the connections between the countries and get started feeling about the data. For this, an 

exploratory analysis is developed, using both statistical and own tools. For example, the 

missing values or the outliers can be found with this feature. 

When the data is no longer rare but familiar, the main analysis can be started. As it was 

said, the purpose of this case study is exploring the European exchange flows during 

2016. Several approaches about this period of time can be done. For instance, in the 

very first moment, seeing the exchange flows in the map for a concrete hour.  

Finally, using all the tools and analysis already conducted, an acute clustering analysis 

using Machine Learning techniques will be developed. Therefore, the main patterns and 
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models explaining 2016's behaviour will be exposed. Several clusters are going to be 

proposed explaining when they happen and the reasons for them to be, i.e. the electrical 

behaviour of each one and which are the factors that cause the shift from one to another.  

3.1 ORIGIN OF THE DATA AND PRE-PROCESS 

Here a detailed analysis about the origin of the data will be developed, explaining 

further details about the source and the characteristics of the data. Besides from that, a 

pre-processing analysis will be done, explaining all the modifications applied to the 

original data set. 

3.1.1 ENTSOE TRANSPARENCY PLATFORM 

The aim of this chapter is describing the source of the data used in this project. Europe 

electricity network is composed of many countries, having each country its own nodes. 

ENTSO-E, the European Network of Transmission Systems Operators, is the main 

responsible of creating and supporting the world's biggest electricity market. It 

represents 43 electricity transmission system operators (TSOs) from 36 countries. It was 

established in 2009 in the European Union with the aim of liberating the gas and 

electricity market. [9] 

A TSO is an entity that is independently managed, that is responsible for the bulk 

transmission of electric power on the main high voltage electric networks. It is in charge 

of giving access to the market to the other players, such as supplying, generating and 

distributing companies as well as traders and final consumers. The main purpose of the 

TSOs is assuring the transparency and well-development of the market while providing 

a safe operation of the grid and the maintenance during the time of the European 

exchange agreements. [10] 

The main objective of the ENTSO-E establishment was ensuring the internal energy 

market and its development over time. The main challenge nowadays is the integration 

of Renewable Energies within the actual grid as well as the implementation of the 

desirable flexibility to the consumers.  
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In the ENTSO-E Transparency website [11] it can be seen several options: Load, 

Generation, Transmission, Balancing, Outages, Congestion Management and Data-Pre. 

The data used in this project was obtained from the Transmission tab, in the Border - 

Bidding Zone one. The reason for using this information is the fact that the purpose of 

the project was using the flow exchanges between the different European countries. In 

this case, the approach is between the nodes in each country, since one country could 

have several nodes or just one. For example, Italy has several nodes while Germany 

only has one. 

3.1.2 RAW DATA AND CROSS-BORDER FLOWS DATA STORE 

Once the main source of the info is shown, it is necessary an explanation about how it 

has been used. The data from the website was download being organised into several 

folders, as follows. First, a folder with the name of the country. Inside each country,  a 

folder per node of that country. Then, several folders, as many as years with data 

available. In this case, there are three folders inside each country: 2015, 2016 and 2017. 

Then, inside each year there are 12 subfolders, one per month of the year. Then, there 

are as many excels as exchanges between the node and its connections. Therefore, the 

general structure of the data store is shown in Figure 27. 

 

    

Figure 27. Structure of the data store used. 

Flows 
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Next, it is shown the structure for Norway (NO) to give an idea of the data store when 

the country has more than one node. In this case, just for example, the node NO4 has 

been chosen as well as January (month 1). In Figure 28 can be seen the structure of the 

data for Norway. 

 

Figure 28. Norway structure of folders in the data store. 

The data store includes data from the 1st of January 2015 (0h) to 24th March 2017 

(17h) included. The flows is indicated in the origin node (called bzn, bidding zone) 

excel as well as in the excel of the receiving node (bzn2). In the origin node excel the 

sign is positive meanwhile in the importing node the sign is negative. Therefore, the 

sign criterion is positive for exportations and negative for the importation of energy. 

For example, the excel document containing the info from node NO4 (Norway) to node 

SE1 (Sweden), on July 2016, for the first hour would be: 

Date Country Bzn Bzn2 Value 

01/07/2016 00:00 NO NO4 SE1 268 

Table 15. Flow exchange between NO4 - SE1 

Flows 

NO 

NO1 NO2 NO3 NO4 

2015 

1 

NO4 - FI NO4 – NO3 NO4 – SE1 NO4 – SE2 

2 … 11 12 

2016 2017 

NO5 
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3.1.3 PRE-PROCESSING DATA 

The ENTSO-E Transparency organisation tries to make a central collection of the 

electricity data from all its members. However, it is possible that some nodes do not 

have this information available in some moments, being therefore a hole in the data 

store. This type of data is indicated showing their value as a NaN in the flow between 

the bidding zones. Consequently, this type of that should not be taken into account in 

the forecast and development of the project, since they do not give useful information.  

During the development of the project, several anomalies have been found in the data, 

during the pre-processing phase of the project: 

 The data available for the bidding zone CZ+DE+SK (involving the Czech 

Republic, Germany and Slovakia) is always empty. It only has an exchange with 

Poland. Therefore, this node has been excluded from the data store, since it only 

introduces noise in the final results. 

 Italy is a country with an unusual geography, so it has several nodes (18 in 

total). In the data available in the ENTSOE website during the last years, all the 

flows between the Italian nodes were empty. Thought, the data available in this 

website from the last few months about these internal exchanges is shown now. 

On the other hand, the flow exchanges between the Italian nodes and other 

countries (Austria, France, Greece, Malta, Slovenia and Switzerland) can be 

seen. However, the exchange between Slovenia and Italia seems to be empty in 

the data available.  

 The exchange between Moldova and Romania is always empty. Moldova has 

only this connection, being therefore shown in the results as an island. Nevertheless, 

Romania has another four exchanges with other nodes, so it is connected to the grid. 
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3.2 EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS 

The exploratory analysis is the first step in any data process, in order to prove that the 

data that is going to be used really makes sense and to investigate a little bit further 

about it before the implementation. These way you can have a first impression about 

how is the data, which are the main variables to take into account or which are the rules 

that it seems to apply. This study is usually mainly based on statistical tools. 

The exploratory analysis includes several techniques for checking if there are missing 

points or some that might have certain type of measurement error. It also helps for 

finding patterns or trends, gaining insight into the data to see if there are models being 

fulfilled. Finally, for example, the outliers can also be found. 

3.2.1 PRE-PROCESSING DATA FOR 2016 

In this case, the complete year 2016 is going to be analysed. The first approach is 

understanding which countries are involved in the European Electricity System during 

this year, since some of them have not been there from the very first beginning. 

During all 2016 the following countries have registered their exchange flows in the 

European zone, listed in Table 16. It is stated both the countries and the bidding zones 

inside them, i.e. the nodes composing each country. 
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Country Bidding Zone Country Bidding Zone 

'AL' 'AL' 'IT' 'IT-SACODC' 

'AT' 'DE-AT-LU' 'IT' 'IT-Sardinia' 

'BA' 'BA' 'IT' 'IT-Sicily' 

'BE' 'BE' 'IT' 'IT-South' 

'BG' 'BG' 'LT' 'LT' 

'BY' 'BY' 'LU' 'DE-AT-LU' 

'CH' 'CH' 'LV' 'LV' 

'CZ' 'CZ' 'MD' 'MD' 

'DE' 'DE-AT-LU' 'ME' 'ME' 

'DK' 'DK1' 'MK' 'MK' 

'DK' 'DK2' 'MT' 'MT' 

'EE' 'EE' 'NL' 'NL' 

'ES' 'ES' 'NO' 'NO1' 

'FI' 'FI' 'NO' 'NO2' 

'FR' 'FR' 'NO' 'NO3' 

'GR' 'GR' 'NO' 'NO4' 

'HR' 'HR' 'NO' 'NO5' 

'HU' 'HU' 'PL' 'PL' 

'IE' 'IE' 'PT' 'PT' 

'IT' 'IT-Brindisi' 'RO' 'RO' 

'IT' 'IT-Centre-
North' 

'RS' 'RS' 

'IT' 'IT-Centre-
South' 

'RU' 'RU' 

'IT' 'IT-Foggia' 'RU' 'RU-KGD' 

'IT' 'IT-GR' 'SE' 'SE1' 

'IT' 'IT-Malta' 'SE' 'SE2' 

'IT' 'IT-North' 'SE' 'SE3' 

'IT' 'IT-North-AT' 'SE' 'SE4' 

'IT' 'IT-North-CH' 'SI' 'SI' 

'IT' 'IT-North-FR' 'SK' 'SK' 

'IT' 'IT-North-SI' 'TR' 'TR' 

'IT' 'IT-Priolo' 'UA' 'UA' 

'IT' 'IT-Rossano' 'UK' 'GB' 

'IT' 'IT-SACOAC' 'UK' 'IE' 

Table 16. Countries present in data for 2016. 
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Once it is known which countries are involved in the exchange, a random day of 2016 is 

selected to see how it looks like, drawing its graph. For instance, it has been selected the 

16th of May of 2016, at 17h. Figure 29 shows the information contained about this 

period, represented directly from the base. It can be seen all the exchange flows, some 

of them shown in both directions with the sign reversed, and all the nodes, even though 

there is no flow exchange registered in the data base of them (as happens with most of 

the Italian ones). 

On the other hand, in Figure 30, there is another graph showing just the relevant info of 

that day: only the nodes with flow are shown and repeated values have been deleted. 

Hence here it is easier to see how the grid is working. As can be deducted at a first 

glance, the main exchanges take place in the centre of Europe (those with the largest 

width). 

 

Figure 29. All exchange flows and nodes for 16th May 2016. 
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Figure 30. Exchange flows for 16th May 2016 with nodes. 

As it is shown, there are so many nodes, so maybe joining them by countries, instead of 

having several nodes for each country, would be a good idea to give a general view. 

Therefore, Figure 31 is easier and faster to understand, where just the countries can be 

seen, since they flows inside each country is not really the scope for this project. 

 

Figure 31. Exchange flows for 16th May 2016 with countries. 

Consequently, it has been shown how is a day in 2016, representing the flows between 

the countries. It is important to highlight that the green flows are those that are positive 

and go from south to north, as explained in the previous section.  
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In this very first approach, it can be seen that the data seems to be coherent, since the 

relationships between countries are the expected: countries have a connection with their 

neighbours but not with the further ones. Besides, it makes sense that those countries 

that are on the extreme of the grid need to import energy, especially if they are not 

natural power producers. This can be shown with different examples. On the one hand, 

UK is receiving energy from both France and The Netherlands. This is also happening 

with Malta, as being an island implies having difficulties for producing energy, hence 

importing electricity from Italy. On the other hand, even though Norway is also on the 

edge of the map, it is widely known that it has several options to produce energy, 

mainly based on water resources. Therefore, it is an exporter node despite its 

geographical position.  

Following this same method, some other days can be explored, obtaining similar graphs 

but obviously with different values for the exchange flows. Thanks to this analysis, a 

first insight can be obtained to see the relationships, the usual values and how is the data 

working. Besides, it has been proved that the results obtained make sense with the 

normal assumptions. 

 

3.2.2 MISSING VALUES IN 2016 

In the previous section the data has been analysed in a first approach, just understanding 

how it seems to work. Now another different test from the exploratory analysis section 

is developed: finding the missing values. It is possible having some values that have not 

been saved, for example due to technical breakdowns. It is also possible that some 

nodes have been registered but the flows regarding them are not being kept. 

In Table 17 are shown the number of missing values for the year 2016 for each flow. 

The data obtained is coherent, since for example, all the flows between RS and its 

neighbours have 3 missing values, being therefore inferred that this country is very 

constant keeping the exchange number. There are also other countries having the same 

behaviour, those with the smaller number of missing values, as HU or AL. On the other 

hand, it can be easily seen that the nodes in Italy are not used to save the values of the 

exchange flows, maybe because the exchange between nodes inside a country is not as 
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important as the ones that the country has with other countries. Therefore, the previous 

measure of joining all the nodes and just show the countries seems to be wise.  

Initial node Final node Nº Initial node Final node Nº 

'GR' 'AL' 52 'IT-South' 'IT-Foggia' 8784 

'AL' 'RS' 3 'IT-Malta' 'IT-Sicily' 8784 

'BA' 'HR' 1 'MT' 'IT-Malta' 255 

'BA' 'RS' 3 'IT-North' 'IT-North-AT' 8784 

'MK' 'BG' 58 'IT-North' 'IT-North-CH' 8784 

'TR' 'BG' 58 'IT-North-FR' 'IT-North' 8784 

'BY' 'LT' 545 'IT-North' 'IT-North-SI' 8784 

'CH' 'DE-AT-LU' 3 'IT-North-SI' 'SI' 8784 

'CZ' 'DE-AT-LU' 10 'IT-Priolo' 'IT-Sicily' 8784 

'SK' 'CZ' 2 'IT-Sicily' 'IT-Rossano' 8784 

'DE-AT-LU' 'SE4' 72 'IT-Rossano' 'IT-South' 8784 

'EE' 'FI' 74 'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-SACOAC' 8784 

'LV' 'EE' 101 'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-SACODC' 8784 

'RU' 'EE' 50 'LT' 'LV' 590 

'RU' 'FI' 27 'RU-KGD' 'LT' 547 

'FR' 'GB' 562 'LT' 'SE4' 768 

'IT-North-FR' 'FR' 15 'RU' 'LV' 54 

'IE' 'GB' 346 'RO' 'MD' 8784 

'GR' 'IT-GR' 52 'MK' 'RS' 3 

'GR' 'MK' 52 'NO2' 'NO1' 46 

'TR' 'GR' 52 'NO1' 'NO3' 46 

'HU' 'SK' 1 'NO1' 'NO5' 46 

'HU' 'UA' 1 'NO2' 'NO5' 46 

'IT-GR' 'IT-Brindisi' 8784 'NO3' 'NO4' 46 

'IT-South' 'IT-Brindisi' 8784 'NO5' 'NO3' 1122 

'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-Centre-North' 8784 'RO' 'UA' 6 

'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-North' 8784 'SE2' 'SE1' 24 

'IT-SACODC' 'IT-Centre-North' 8784 'SE3' 'SE2' 24 

'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-Centre-South' 8784 'SE4' 'SE3' 24 

'IT-South' 'IT-Centre-South' 8784 'SK' 'UA' 35 

Table 17. Missing values in 2016. 

Then, once 2016 has been analysed as a whole, it would be also a good idea being able 

to see the behaviour of different months, to see if the number of missing values is 

comparable. For this purpose, the three first months of 2016 and the three last ones have 

been analysed, getting the number of missing values of each of them, shown in Table 
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18. As can be seen, the missing values are not constant for every month, some of them 

appear just in one month. This could be explained by the fact that this missing values 

would be probably provoked by breakdowns, happening once in a while. An example 

for this could be the node BG, that during November has several missing values, maybe 

because something was broken and the values could not be stored. Nevertheless, there 

are another flows, mainly those in Italy, that are systematically empty, having as much 

missing values in each period as hours has that month.  

From To 1 2 3 10 11 12 

'GR' 'AL' 26  5 17 1 2 

'MK' 'BG'     58  

'TR' 'BG'     58  

'AL' 'RS'    3   

'BA' 'RS'    3   

'BY' 'LT' 22 164 42 5 4 11 

'CZ' 'DE-AT-LU'    5 2  

'SK' 'CZ'    1  1 

'CH' 'DE-AT-LU'      72 

'DE-AT-LU' 'SE4'       

'EE' 'FI' 9 8 9 7 1 1 

'LV' 'EE' 10 8 9 6  1 

'RU' 'EE' 9 8 9 2   

'RU' 'FI'    7 1 1 

'FR' 'GB' 2  2 499 24 1 

'IE' 'GB' 2 14 63 48 30 5 

'GR' 'IT-GR' 26  5 17 1 2 

'GR' 'MK' 26  5 17 1 2 

'TR' 'GR' 26  5 17 1 2 

'HU' 'SK'    1   

'HU' 'UA'    1   

'IT-GR' 'IT-Brindisi' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-South' 'IT-Brindisi' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-Centre-North' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-North' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-SACODC' 'IT-Centre-North' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-Centre-South' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-South' 'IT-Centre-South' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-South' 'IT-Foggia' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-Malta' 'IT-Sicily' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'MT' 'IT-Malta'  98 149 1 720 3 
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'IT-North' 'IT-North-AT' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-North' 'IT-North-CH' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-North-FR' 'IT-North' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-North' 'IT-North-SI' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-North-FR' 'FR'   1 2 13  

'IT-North-SI' 'SI' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-Priolo' 'IT-Sicily' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-Sicily' 'IT-Rossano' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-Rossano' 'IT-South' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-SACOAC' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-SACODC' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'LT' 'LV' 23 164 42 7 4 12 

'RU-KGD' 'LT' 22 164 42 6 5 11 

'LT' 'SE4' 744     24 

'RU' 'LV' 1   6  1 

'RO' 'MD' 744 696 744 744 720 744 

'MK' 'RS'    3   

'NO2' 'NO1'  4  1 2  

'NO1' 'NO3'  4  1 2  

'NO1' 'NO5'  4  1 2  

'NO2' 'NO5'  4  1 2  

'NO3' 'NO4'  4  1 2  

'NO5' 'NO3' 744 336  1 2  

'RO' 'UA' 2   1 1 1 

'SK' 'UA' 1  1 5 5 14 

'SE2' 'SE1'      24 

'SE3' 'SE2'      24 

'SE4' 'SE3'      24 

Table 18. Missing values for months 1, 2, 3 and 10, 11, 12.  

3.2.3 OUTLIERS IN 2016 

As the missing values have already been explored, now it would be also very helpful 

having a general idea about the average values for the exchange flows. This is going to 

be done by finding the outliers, those values that seem to be rare. The first approach is 

shown in Figure 32, where the whole 2016 has been analysed. 
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Figure 32. Outliers for year 2016. 

As can be easily inferred, the value of the exchange flows is not very stable, meaning 

that depending on the exchange and the period, the values change a lot.  

Now, the highest and minimum values of the year are going to be investigated, as well 

as which flows have the biggest value and the smallest. First, the maximum and 

minimum values registered are shown in Table 19. Here for example it is shown the 

exchange between AL and GR as the minimum one, but there are another ones that also 

show 0 as a value. For the biggest one, the one between SE2 and SE3 has been 

registered. Then, in Table 20, are shown the three exchanges with the highest values.  

Data Date Bzn Bzn2 Value 

Minimum 08/01/2016 05:00     AL GR 0 

Maximum 16/02/2016 07:00     SE2 SE3 7483 

Table 19. Maximum and minimum value 2016. 

Data Bzn Bzn2 

 

Maximum 

SE2 SE3 

DE-AT-LU CH 

SE3 SE4 

Table 20. Maximum exchanges 2016. 
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3.2.4 FIRST INSIGHT TO THE FR-ES FLOW 

Finally, for example, the flow between Spain and France is going to be analysed during 

2016. First, the mean of the exchange during 2016 for the flow following the direction 

Es to Fr is -881.7. Then, the mean per month is shown in Table 21. It is very curious to 

see that the energy always flows from France to Spain but in April, that the flows is 

inverted.  

January February March April May June 

-514,92 -542,40 -390,74 533,15 -858,68 -1648,03 

July August September October November December 

-1748,32 -1862,06 -1682,84 -61,03 -515,35 -1261,23 

Table 21. Mean value Es-Fr during each month 2016. 

Then, the whole year 2016 has been drawn in Figure 33. The exchange flow does not 

have a fixed direction, it changes depending on the month and day of the year. Mainly at 

the beginning and at the end of the year is when the flow is changing more, meanwhile 

in the summer months it looks more stable, being the direction always from France to 

Spain. 

 

Figure 33. Exchange values Es-Fr 2016. 
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3.3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY APPLICATION 

In this section, the proposed methodology already explained is going to be applied to 

this particular case about energy exchange flows. Once the data is known and its 

behaviour has been proved as coherent, it can be used to infer different results from 

what is happening in 2016. First, graphs showing the behaviour of 2016 as a whole will 

be developed. Also the spatial and temporal associations will be applied, in order to see 

some special periods and some groups of nodes, that can give a different approach to the 

main problem. Finally, the clustering analysis will be fully developed.   

3.3.1 DATA SORT FOR 2016 

In the last part of the project, a wide analysis using the data already explained was 

performed. The aim of this part was being able to explain the behaviour of the flows 

exchange during the year, using patterns. For this purpose, it can be easily deducted that 

working with a high amount of data is not fast enough. Besides, results and conclusions 

could be more difficult to infer, due to the complexity.  

Therefore, another database was created in order to obtain results faster and with a more 

exact approach. Having so many nodes could lead to a misunderstanding of the final 

goal, inasmuch as looking at many places at the same time can produce missing 

important details. In this project, the main objective was giving a general idea about 

how energy flows around Europe. Consequently, having so many nodes could not be 

very efficient, so some operations were done. 

First, it was decided to take into account only countries, not nodes. Hence every country 

with more than one node was united, creating a new node called by the name of the 

country followed by "un". The longitude and latitude coordinates were obtained as the 

mean of the representing nodes of the country. For instance, some countries as UK, 

Denmark or Norway were joined. 

Then, still the analysis was difficult to conduct, so also other countries were joined, 

obtaining just a general node representing them. As it was done before with the 
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countries, their coordinates were calculated as the mean of the original nodes. There 

were made two big groups in the South-East part of Europe. 

On the first hand, the first group (called G1) was composed of the following countries: 

Slovakia (SK), Czech Republic (CZ), Poland (PL), Hungary (HU), Slovenia (SI), 

Croatia (HR), Bosnia and Herzegovina (BA), Montenegro (ME), Albania (AL), Ukraine 

(UA), Romania (RO), Serbia (RS), the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (MK), 

Bulgaria (BG), Malta (MT), Turkey (TR) and Greece (GR). 

On the other hand, another group was made. It was composed of five countries: Estonia 

(EE), Russia (RUun) - already been united as a whole country-, Lithuania (LT) and 

Latvia (LV). 

Once all the necessary joining had been made, a new table using the flows between this 

nodes was obtained. This table has 27 exchange flows, shown in Table 22. 

In case more information is required or the approach desired is more exact, it can 

always be seen the previous data before this association. 
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Origin Destination 

'BE' 'NL' 

'CH' 'DE-AT-LU' 

'DE-AT-LU' 'DKun' 

'DE-AT-LU' 'G1' 

'DE-AT-LU' 'NL' 

'DE-AT-LU' 'SEun' 

'DKun' 'NOun' 

'DKun' 'SEun' 

'ES' 'FR' 

'FR' 'BE' 

'FR' 'CH' 

'FR' 'DE-AT-LU' 

'FR' 'UKun' 

'G1' 'G2' 

'G1' 'ITun' 

'G1' 'SEun' 

'G2' 'FI' 

'G2' 'SEun' 

'ITun' 'CH' 

'ITun' 'DE-AT-LU' 

'ITun' 'FR' 

'NL' 'NOun' 

'NL' 'UKun' 

'NOun' 'FI' 

'NOun' 'SEun' 

'PT' 'ES' 

'SEun' 'FI' 

Table 22. Exchange flows. 

3.3.2 GENERAL OVERVIEW 2016 

In this first section for the proposed methodology, applied in 2016, is going to be shown 

the graphs and the different tools developed for this year as a whole. First of all, it is 

shown in Figure 34 the graph for the mean value of the exchanges in 2016 using the 

previous data. Besides, in Figure 35, it is shown the standard deviation from this year 

for each flow. As it can be seen, the flows placed in the centre of the map are the ones 

with the highest variation. 
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As it was already explained, the colour green applies when the flow is positive and the 

direction is from south to north, being in other cases red. Besides, the size of each node 

is proportional to the energy going throw it, being red if it is an importer node and green 

if it exports energy to its neighbours. Besides, the width of the line is proportional to the 

value of the exchange flow. 

 

Figure 34. Mean graph for the whole 2016. 

 

Figure 35. Standard deviation graph for 2016. 

In Figure 36 all the flows during that year are shown as a plot. As it can be seen all the 

27 flows are mainly bounded by 3000 and -4000. Besides, it is important to highlight 
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that the width of the band where the flows take place is almost the same for the whole 

year. 

 

Figure 36. Flows during 2016. 

The coefficient of variation gives the amount of dispersion of the data. The larger the 

coefficient of variation, the more scattered data. As shown in Figure 37, the principal 

flows showing a high dispersion are FR to BE, DE-AT-LU to SEun, G1 to G2 and 

DKun to SEun. Grey colour show negative values while cyan show positive ones. Here 

also the width of the line is proportional to the value, as well as the size of the node. 

 

Figure 37. Coefficient of variation for 2016. 
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Then, the sign calculating for the whole 2016 has been tested, shown in Figure 38. 

Nevertheless, this sign has been calculated as the sum of every flow, but may not be 

very accurate, since it can change depending on the period. Therefore, it has been also 

calculated the amount of times (in percentage) the flow goes in each direction, shown in 

Figure 39. Green colour shows positive signs meanwhile yellow lines are assigned to 

those negative values. Besides, the size of the node is proportional to the signs coming 

into it, but the colour shown is always blue for the nodes. 

 

Figure 38. Sign of the flows for 2016 as a whole. 

 

Figure 39. Percentage of direction per flow 2016. 
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In the previous image it is given a more accurate approach since the sign is not shown 

as the final value for the sum of all the flows, but as a percentage of times that each flow 

goes in a direction. Hence those percentages that are greater than 70% or less than 30% 

show that the flow is almost constant of its direction, as happens with NL to UK, SE to 

FI or G2 and G1. On the other hand, flows as the one between DE-AT-LU and G1 or 

SE with G1 seem to change more often.  

Once the raw data obtained from the data base has been used, also another approach 

using normalized values is going to be done. These values are obtained making the 

coefficient between the value and the maximum value registered of each day. Therefore, 

they try to explain a concept similar to the capacity of the line. In Figure 40 can be seen 

the mean of the flows normalized. Therefore, here is explained how busy is each line as 

an average during 2016, showing also the direction followed. 

 

Figure 40. Mean of normalized data for 2016. 
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Figure 41. Standard deviation of normalized data 2016. 

In Figure 41 is shown the standard deviation for this normalized data. As can be easily 

seen, most of the lines experiment high deviations, but others (like the one between The 

Netherlands and UK) have an stable value. Besides, in Figure 42 it is shown the 

coefficient of variation, expressing the dispersion. 

 

Figure 42. Coefficient of variation normalized data 2016. 

Besides, in Figure 43 it is shown the values of the sign of the exchange flow computing 

all the normalized data of 2016 as it was only a value. As happened with the raw data, it 

is more useful calculating how many times the flow goes in one or in other direction, as 

shown in Figure 44. 
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Figure 43. Sign of the normalized data for 2016 as a whole. 

 

Figure 44. Percentage of times going in each direction for normalized data 2016. 

3.3.3 MONTHLY ANALYSIS FOR 2016 

This section has been developed in detail, making a deep analysis for each month in 

2016. Several graphs about the mean, standard deviation and another statistics have 

been done. They are shown in Anex 2. 
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3.3.3.1 Conclusions 

After having calculated all the graphs for the different months of 2016, the evolution of 

the direction of the graphs have been computed. The main transitions between months 

and their differences are shown in Table 23. 

 

Transition of months Flows changing 

January to February G2-G1, G2-SE, G2-FI 

February to March DE.AT.LU-DK, DK-SE, NO-FI, DE.AT.LU-G1 

March to April ES-FR, FR-BE, DE.AT.LU-G1, FI-G2, DK-SE, NO-FI, FI-G2 

April to May ES-FR, NO-FI 

May to June CH-DE.AT.LU, DE.AT.LU-SE, SE-DK 

June to July  

July to August FR-BE 

August to September BE-NL, DK-SE, DE.AT.LU-SE 

September to October PT-ES, UK-FR, FR-CH, FR-DE.AT.LU, DK-SE 

October to November PT-ES, DE.AT.LU-G1, SE-G1, SE-G2 

 

November to December 
FR-CH, DE.AT.LU-DK, DE.AT.LU-SE, DE.AT.LU-G1, 

G1-SE, G1-G2, G2-SE 

Table 23. Transition of months 2016. 

As can be seen from the previous table, something is happening between March to 

April, October to November and November to December. Therefore, those alterations 

are going to be studied a little bit further.  

First, in Figure 45, it is shown the difference between March and April in terms of mean 

values. As it can be seen, there are big differences in MW, being the highest ones those 

between DE-AT-LU and CH or G1, or the one between ES and FR. 
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Figure 45. Difference between mean values from March to April 2016. 

Then, in Figure 46, we can see the difference between the graphs showing the 

percentage of times each flow goes in a fixed direction, from months March and April 

2016. Thanks to the fact that the width is proportional to the value, it can be easily seen 

that those flows that are changing the direction are those already indicated in the table. 

 

Figure 46. Difference between percentage of directions March to April 2016. 

Finally, about March and April a modest analysis of the reasons for the change has been 

developed. The main nodes changing their behaviour are France, DK and FI, so that if 

any of their connections is affected, their flows with neighbours are also compromised.  
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Finally, in Figure 47 the directions that change are shown in larger widths (as -2, 

yellow, or 2, purple). 

 

Figure 47. Change of direction between March and April 2016. 

Then, the analysis between the shift from October to November has been also done. 

Both Figure 48 and Figure 49 show those differences. As can be inferred, once one of 

the flows affecting G1 changes, also the other ones shift. 

 

Figure 48. Difference between mean values from October to November 2016. 
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Figure 49. Change of direction between October to November 2016. 

Finally, the shift between November and December seems to make a huge difference. 

Here there are several flows changing direction. In fact, there are a type of square in the 

east part of the map, meaning that one shift implies changing everything else related. 

 

Figure 50. Change of direction between November to December 2016. 
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3.3.4 CLUSTERING APPROACH FOR 2016 

In this section of the case study the clustering approach is going to be developed in 

detail. Clustering is the unsupervised classification of patterns into groups based on 

similarity. Therefore, usually a point within the same cluster are more similar to another 

one in this same group than one from a different cluster. [12] 

There are two different types of analysis regarding making groups: clustering, that is an 

unsupervised classification, and discriminated analysis, based on supervised 

discrimination. In this last one, there exists a collection of pre-classified patterns 

(training data) and the mission is finding a new label. Meanwhile, in clustering all the 

data is unlabeled and it is needed to find the groups within it. 

Any clustering technique needs a pattern for proximity, being the Euclidean one the 

most used. Then, once the clustering has been done, it could happen that, even though 

the algorithm has found several groups, these groups make no sense because the raw 

data does not contain any pattern for clusters.  

The most common criteria to find a good set of clusters is computing the squared 

distance from the cluster centre and then take the sum of these distances to all the 

points. K-Means tries to minimize that clustering error. K-Means is a local search 

procedure and depends mostly on the initial given values. This method initially places 

each centre of each cluster in an arbitrary position and then they are continuingly been 

moved to minimize the error. [13] 

In the case study, as said before, the data set is composed of 27 flows within the 

European Electricity grid. The selected period is the year 2016. The coordinates from all 

the nodes is known and the analysis would be developed using countries, not nodes, 

since the scope of the project is a more general one that does not need so much detail. 

The very first approach would be applying directly these data looking for the desired 

value of k (number of clusters) using the quantization error curve. In Figure 51, can be 

seen the chart obtained, so that the elbow can be found for k equal to a value of 4. 
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Figure 51.Quantization error for raw data 2016. 

Then, in Figure 52, is shown the clustering activation during the year 2016 using that 

raw data. Here it can be seen when each cluster of the four obtained happens. 

 

Figure 52. Cluster activation for 2016 using raw data. 

Nevertheless, a different approach has also been raised, considering the normalized data 

set, having calculated each item as the coefficient between the raw value and the 

maximum value registered in the day it takes place. This is an approach that tries to be 

similar to the values that would be obtained as the percentage being used of the 
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capacity. As the capacity is not known, the maximum value registered for each day is 

used. The quantization error curve is obtained again with this new data (see Figure 53). 

An accurate value would be around three.  

 

Figure 53. Quantization error curve for data normalized 2016. 

Then, in Figure 54 can be seen the cluster activation per month during 2016 using this 

normalized data. As now only three clusters were necessary, it can be easily inferred in 

a first sight that, for example, it seems that cluster 1 (in blue) is for summer times, 

meanwhile cluster 3 (yellow) happens more often during winter months. 

 

Figure 54. Cluster activation for 2016 using normalized data. 
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Finally, another outreach is developed as the main constraint is the direction of the flow 

rather than the actual value of the exchange or the percentage of the line being occupied, 

it would be better obtaining the number of clusters and the clustering activation for the 

direction of the data (proposed as signs, positive or negative). The other approaches 

were also right and many interesting conclusions can be inferred from them. 

It is important to highlight that, for this approach, the small values (those flows whose 

values is less than 5 MW) have been approximated to 0, just to have a more clean data 

to start. 

Therefore, as happens with the previous case, the selection of k needs to be done again, 

choosing the number of groups based on the elbow shown in Figure 55. Hence in this 

approach the value for k chosen is 4. 

 

Figure 55. Quantization error for data 2016 showing the direction. 

Now, the cluster activation is shown in both Figure 56 and  Figure 57 . First, it is shown 

during the year 2016 but with number of days and then as shown before, dividing the 

year per months. This last option seems to be more clear, since just by number of day it 

is difficult sometimes to place in which period of the year the data is occurring. 

Next the very first thing being analysed is when each cluster takes place. Just with a 

glance to the activation map, it can be seen that cluster 1 and 2 are more common during 

winter times, meanwhile cluster 3 happens mostly in June and other warm months. 

Concerning cluster 4, it appears in every month, but it is more important during the first 

months of the year. 
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Figure 56. Cluster activation for 2016 showing days. 

 

Figure 57. Cluster activation for 2016 using directions. 

Now that a general about when each cluster is taking place during 2016, it is time to 

analyse each of them in detail. 
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3.3.4.1 Cluster 1 

First, just to have a general idea about when cluster 1 appears, it is shown in Figure 58 

just that cluster within the months of 2016. This cluster happens mostly during winter 

months, having less importance during summer. For having a more accurate idea, in 

Figure 59 it is shown how many times cluster 1 appears in each month of 2016. 

 

Figure 58. Cluster 1 activation. 

 

Figure 59. Cluster 1 frequency per month 2016. 
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Hence, the more important months for cluster 1 are November, December, January and 

February, but there are also some hours that apply its pattern during the rest of the year. 

Once the analysis per month has been obtained, also the deeper one about the hours of 

the day is going to be developed, as shown in Figure 60. Hence it is obtained that is 

most probably to be in cluster 1 during winter months from 0h to 6h.  

 

Figure 60. Occurrence of cluster 1 per hour of the day. 

Then, let's see which days are more common inside cluster 1, to see if those are week 

days or weekends. As can be seen in Figure 61 the number of occurrences is the same 

from Monday to Saturday, but Sundays are the most likely days to have this cluster. 

Some conclusions can be obtained from all this information. To sum up, cluster 1 

happens usually during winter months, on early morning (0-6h) and are most likely on 

Sundays. All these facts lead to think that cluster 1 takes place during small 

consumptions times in Winter, what means it usually appears at nights and Sundays.  
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Figure 61. Occurence of cluster 1 per day of the week. 

Once the first cluster activation has been understood deeply, so that the most likely 

periods have been identified, the next step would be the comprehension of the flows in 

cluster 1: the mean value, its dispersion, the movement of energy... 

First of all, the sum of values for the 27 flows for all occurrences of cluster 1 (as long as 

the time moves forward) is shown in Figure 62. This tries to show the movement of 

energy created during each period of cluster 1. This value seems to be negative most of 

the time, but it does not follow a clear pattern. 

 

Figure 62. Cluster 1 movement of energy. 
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Figure 63. Mean graph cluster 1. 

Then, it is also recommendable to know how busy are each line during each cluster and 

how many times the flow goes in one direction or another. The first idea can help to 

understand how busy are the connections of the countries and maybe, if the values are 

very high, congested lines. Besides, it can help to differentiate this cluster to other ones. 

About the second scope, as the main point is understanding the direction, showing just 

if the majority of the times goes in one or other direction must be insufficient, being 

thus better showing the percentage to have a more accurate result. 

 

Figure 64. Percentage of direction cluster 1. 
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Figure 65. Average rate of occupancy for cluster 1. 

Another idea is finding in each cluster those lines that are more busy, meaning that lines 

are most of the time above their 80% of capacity. In Figure 66 is shown how many 

times the 27 flows are above their 80% in cluster 1. Consequently, it can be easily seen 

that the lines between the lines in the North are the most occupied ones. 

 

Figure 66. Number of occurrences of flows above 80% capacity in cluster 1. 
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Afterwards, another approach was made about the fact that nodes can be importers or 

exporters of energy, calculated as the summation of the energy going through the node. 

It has been calculated whether each node of the 15 present in these graphs is importer or 

exporter of energy, obtaining the information shown in Table 24. 

Node Energy through 

'BE' -2011 

'CH' -1013 

'DE_AT_LU' 1827 

'DKun' -467 

'ES' -611 

'FI' -2023 

'FR' 1993 

'G1' -1158 

'G2' 442 

'ITun' -1945 

'NL' -1050 

'NOun' 597 

'PT' -823 

'SEun' 1799 

'UKun' -1990 

Table 24. Energy going through each node for cluster 1. 

Besides, it is also shown in Figure 67 the plot where it can still be seen the relationships 

between the countries, what means which ones are connected. Besides, each node has a 

different size, corresponding to the value shown in Table 24, showing how many energy 

goes through the node. Then, the colour shows if that value is positive or negative, 

being respectively green or red. 

To sum up, in cluster 1 the nodes in the centre-north of Europe are exporting energy 

meanwhile those in the centre-south are importers.  
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Figure 67. Nature (importer or exporter) of nodes from cluster 1. 

3.3.4.2 Cluster 2 

Now, cluster 2 is going to be explained. As before, first it is shown in Figure 68 just that 

cluster within the months of 2016. This cluster happens mostly from July. For having a 

more accurate idea, in Figure 59 it is shown how many times cluster 2 appears in each 

month of 2016. Then, it is proved that most of the occurrence happen during the last 

part of the year. 

 

Figure 68. Cluster 2 activation. 
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Figure 69. Cluster 2 frequency per month 2016. 

Once the analysis per month has been obtained, also the deeper one about the hours of 

the day is going to be developed, as shown in Figure 70. The result obtained is not as 

clear as was with cluster 1. Cluster 2 comes out mostly in the period going from 6h to 

13h and also later, from 19h. 

 

Figure 70. Occurrence of cluster 2 per hour of the day. 
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The next analysis would be seeing what happens within the days of the week. As shown 

in Figure 71, no conclusion can be obtained straight forward, but Mondays and Saturday 

are the most popular days. 

Even though the disclosure is not direct, also some conclusions can be inferred from  

the previous graphs. This cluster shows up more often in the second part of the year, so 

would probably represent the shift from the behaviour in summer to the autumn one, 

when weather conditions are not that nice. Then, all the days of the week are similar to 

each other. Besides, about the hour, it is clearly appearing during mornings, being 

important also evening sometimes. 

 

Figure 71. Occurrence of cluster 2 per day of the week. 

Now the comprehension of the flows in cluster 2 is explained. The sum of values for the 

27 flows for all occurrences of cluster 2 is shown in Figure 72. The values obtained per 

period of cluster 2 are not very constant, there are both negative and positive points 

obtained, but a smooth tendency to negative values can be observed. 
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Figure 72. Cluster 2 movement of energy. 

Then, the mean value of all the exchanges during cluster 2 occurrences is shown in 

Figure 73. Comparing to the one in cluster 1, some differences can be quickly observed, 

but this will be developed later on in another section.  

Then, it is also recommendable to know how busy are each line during each cluster, 

shown in Figure 75. Lastly, also the graph for the computation of the direction as 

percentage is shown in Figure 74. 

 

Figure 73. Mean graph cluster 2. 
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Figure 74. Percentage of direction cluster 2. 

 

Figure 75. Average rate of occupancy for cluster 2. 

Then, the lines that are most of the time above their 80% of capacity are going to be 

discussed. Consequently, it can be easily seen that the lines between DE-AT-LU, The 

Netherlands and the North of Europe, as well as the one linking Spain and Portugal are 

very busy (see Figure 76). Afterwards,  importers or exporters of energy are analysed, 

obtaining Figure 77. 
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Figure 76. Number of occurrences of flows above 80% capacity in cluster 2. 

 

Figure 77. Nature (importer or exporter) of nodes from cluster 2. 

About the energy moving through the map in this cluster, it is easily seen from the 

previous figure that all the clusters in the east side of the map are importing energy, just 

FR, DE-AT-LU, SEun and NOun are introducing energy in the market. 

Besides, the lines are, in general, not very busy. What is more, those occupied are the 

more common ones, for example, the ones related to NL or UK. In addition, it can be 

emphasised that France is receiving energy from NL through BE. This energy can come 

from DE-AT-LU or NO.  
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3.3.4.3 Cluster 3 

Now, cluster 3 is analysed. It is shown in Figure 78 just that cluster within the months 

of 2016. This cluster appears during all the months of 2016: during the months of June, 

July and August there are so many appearances. Besides, in April or May there are also 

some hours belonging to this cluster and it looks like those are during weekends in a 

first glance.  

 

Figure 78. Cluster 3 activation. 

For having a more accurate idea, in Figure 79Figure 69, it is shown how many times 

cluster 3 appears in each month of 2016. The importance of this cluster grows from 

May, being present in the months of the summer, being hence more present in June. 

What is more, it can be roughly said that this cluster represent the behaviour for good 

weather conditions during the day, mainly. 
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Figure 79. Cluster 3 frequency per month 2016. 

Once the analysis per month has been obtained and some conclusions inferred, also the 

analysis for the day hours is tested. As can be seen in Figure 80, there two main peaks 

for this occurrence, during early mornings 4h to 7h and during the afternoon, from 14h 

to 18h. 

 

Figure 80. Occurrence of cluster 3 per hour of the day. 
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The next analysis would be seeing what happens within the days of the week. As shown 

in Figure 81, there are several points during week days but on Sundays is when cluster 3 

shows up more often. This last fact can reinforced the conclusion already 

This last fact can reinforced the conclusion already explained, saying that this cluster 

mainly happen during those months that the weather is warm, but more on the centre of 

the day, being specially important on mornings and afternoons. Then, as it is widely 

known, Sunday is usually a day for small demand, so it is perfectly coherent that this 

type of pattern is happening even more often during the last day of the week. 

 

Figure 81. Occurrence of cluster 3 per day of the week. 

Now the comprehension of the flows in cluster 3 is developed. The sum of values for 

the 27 flows for all occurrences of cluster 3 is shown  in Figure 82. Here the values 

obtained during the year 2016 can vary from a moment to another, but the amount of 

energy moved is almost always positive. 
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Figure 82. Cluster 3 movement of energy. 

Then, the mean value of all the exchanges during cluster 3 occurrences is shown in 

Figure 83. Then, it is also recommendable to know how busy are each line during each 

cluster, shown in Figure 85. Lastly, also the graph for the computation of the direction 

as percentage is shown in Figure 84. 

 

Figure 83. Mean graph cluster 3. 
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Figure 84. Percentage of direction cluster 3 

 

Figure 85. Average rate of occupancy for cluster 3. 

There are many lines being above their 80% of capacity many times. Those lines are 

mainly the ones linked with DE-AT-LU and the ones in the North. These facts can be 

seen in Figure 86. 
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Figure 86. Number of occurrences of flows above 80% capacity in cluster 3. 

Afterwards,  importers or exporters of energy are analysed, obtaining Figure 87. 

 

Figure 87. Nature (importer or exporter) of nodes from cluster 3. 

In Cluster 3 a very clear pattern can be observed in France, since it exporting energy to 

all its neighbours. It is also curious seeing that the UK is importing so much energy, 

being the lines related at their limits almost all the time. Besides, the energy seems to be 

flowing from the centre of Europe to SE and FI. Also it is to be emphasised that SE is 

exporting part of this energy to G1 and G2. Italy, as always, is importing energy from 

the neighbours, as happened with the other patterns. 
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3.3.4.4 Cluster 4 

In this section, the same analysis developed to the other clusters is applied to cluster 4. 

It is shown in Figure 88 just that cluster within the months of 2016. This cluster appears 

during all the months of 2016, but it is in the first part of the year when it is more 

important. During the months from January to May, most of the hours of the day belong 

to this cluster. During July and September, this cluster appears mainly in early morning 

and from 19h in the evening. Therefore, this cluster seems to represent the behaviour of 

the electricity grid during average days in winter, where the consumption is higher. 

Then, during the summer months is not very common, maybe also because many 

industries reduce their output. Besides, during July and September, even though the 

weather is warmer, it could be possible that the pattern is followed during these hours 

due to home demand, being the central hours of the day represented by another cluster 

with a higher industrial operation. 

 

Figure 88. Cluster 4 activation. 

For having a more accurate idea, in Figure 89, it is shown how many times cluster 4 

appears in each month of 2016. The importance of this cluster, as shown before, it 

during the first 6 months of the year principally. 

Consequently, as explained before, this seems to be the pattern for two different 

situations: the first one, during winter months for all the day, due to industrial 
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consumption and home demand; and the second one, for months that are warmer, during 

the morning and the evening. 

 

Figure 89. Cluster 4 frequency per month 2016. 

Once the analysis per month has been obtained and some conclusions inferred, also the 

analysis for the day hours is tested. As can be seen in Figure 90, there two main peaks 

for this occurrence, during early mornings 7h to 9h and during the evening, from 18h. 

 

Figure 90. Occurrence of cluster 4 per hour of the day. 
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The next analysis would be seeing what happens within the days of the week. As shown 

in Figure 91, this cluster is mainly taking place during week days, being also 

considerable during on Saturday. However, on Sundays there are no many appearances.  

Finally, it can be inferred that this is a pattern for week days behaviour, mainly for 

working months, as the five first months of the year. What is more, it is also possible 

having this pattern during other months, but in hours where the consumption is high but 

not as higher as during winter when the industry sector is working. 

 

Figure 91. Occurrence of cluster 4 per day of the week. 

Now the comprehension of the flows in cluster 4 is developed. The sum of values for 

the 27 flows for all occurrences of cluster 4 is shown in Figure 92. Here the values 

obtained during the year 2016 can vary from a moment to another, from positive to 

negative, since it seems that the values are always surrounding zero and, depending on 

the situation, it flows positive or negative.  
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Figure 92. Cluster 4 movement of energy. 

Then, the mean value of all the exchanges during cluster 4 occurrences is shown in 

Figure 93. Then, it is also recommendable to know how busy are each line during each 

cluster, shown in Figure 95. Lastly, also the graph for the computation of the direction 

as percentage is shown in Figure 94. 

 

Figure 93. Mean graph cluster 4. 
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Figure 94. Percentage of direction cluster 4 

 

Figure 95. Average rate of occupancy for cluster 4. 

There are many lines being above their 80% of capacity many times. Those lines are 

mainly the ones linked with DE-AT-LU and the ones in the North. These facts can be 

seen in Figure 96. It is also interesting that there are several lines being above its 80% 

of capacity but there are not many intermediate cases (as G2 to FI). 
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Figure 96. Number of occurrences of flows above 80% capacity in cluster 4. 

Afterwards,  importers or exporters of energy are analysed, obtaining Figure 97. 

 

Figure 97. Nature (importer or exporter) of nodes from cluster 4. 

This cluster shows a similar behaviour to cluster 2 speaking about the nature importer or 

exporter for the nodes (in both cases just FR, DE-AT-LU, NOun and SEun are green). 

Besides, the most occupied lines are those related to UK and NL, nothing new 

comparing to the other ones. 
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What in fact seems to be new is that energy flows to DE-AT-LU from the north and 

France, but maintaining its average relationship with CH and IT. To mention is the case 

of France, since now it is importing energy from BE, as happened before in cluster 2. 

Finally, G2 is receiving energy from all its neighbours, so the situation within this part 

of the map should be one with high demand of energy. 

3.3.4.5 Conclusions 

3.3.4.5.1 Time analysis 

First of all, in this global view for inferring the conclusions for the cluster analysis, the 

number of occurrences of each cluster has been obtained, shown in Table 25. As can be 

seen, the cluster 4 is the one with more points, while the cluster 3 has less.  

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 

2035 2245 1877 2627 

Table 25. Number of occurrences per cluster. 

Then, also the information given about the appearance of each cluster during the months 

in 2016 has been summarized, in order to compare it easily. This information is shown 

in Figure 98. Here it can be noticed that for some months there are clearly patterns 

being followed. For example, in March cluster 4 is the more important one clearly 

meanwhile thing changed for June, where the cluster 3 is predominant.  

 

Figure 98. Appearances for each clustering in each month of 2016 
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These facts shown in Figure 98 have been summarized in two different tables: the first 

one, showing the cluster predominant in each month of the year (see Table 26); the 

second one, when each cluster appears during 2016 (see Table 27). 

Month Cluster predominant Month Cluster predominant 

January 1,4 July 3,4,1 

February 4,1 August 2,3 

March 4 September 2,4 

April 4,1 October 2,1 

May 4 November 1,2 

June 3 December 2,1 

Table 26. Cluster predominant per month of 2016. 

Cluster Months of 2016 

Cluster 1 1,2,4,7,10,11,12 

Cluster 2 8,9,10,11,12 

Cluster 3 6,7,8 

Cluster 4 1,2,3,4,5,7,9 

Table 27. Months of appearance for each cluster. 

Therefore, if a classification is made using this information, the behaviour explaining 

each cluster for time reasons would be:  

 Cluster 1 happens during winter months and also has some points in 

intermediate weather months. 

 Cluster 2 happens from August to December 2016, what means that shows a 

pattern for the second part of the year, maybe the transition between Summer 

and Winter (warmer to colder temperatures and back to work from holidays). 

 Cluster 3 happens during Summer months clearly. 

 Cluster 4 happens during the first months of the year and reduces its important 

as time moves forward. Therefore, it would be a behaviour for colder 

temperatures and high industry operation. 

Henceforth, during the first months of the year (January to April) clusters 1 and 4 are 

the ones with highest appearance, occurring the transition between cluster 1 to cluster 4 

gradually, so that finally cluster 1 appears barely from the second part of May. Then, the 

transition is also very straight forward: cluster 3 is gathering place from April, having 

its first points, so that during Summer months is the most important one. Then, the shift 

between cluster 3 and cluster 2 takes place, approximately during August. This cluster 2 

is permanently present for the next months, but cluster 1, that had appeared during the 

first months of 2016, will gain its place again, growing as Christmas approaches. 
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A similar analysis regarding the hours of the day has also been done, for all the clusters. 

The aim is finding is there is any hour where a certain cluster pattern is applied always 

or, in the other hand, there are not any special behaviour depending on the hour, but 

these behaviours depends more on the months of the year, already taken into account 

and developed some lines above. For this, Figure 99 has been obtained. It is important 

to highlight that each value represent an hour. For example, "0" means a period from 0h 

to 1h. 

Then, this information has been summarized in Table 28, so that it can be easily seen in 

which cluster is each hour of the day classified on. Also, a more powerful and visual 

tool has been developed, using a chart to analyse these shifts. It can be seen in Figure 

100. From this chart, can be inferred that cluster 1 happens from 0h to 4h, then both 

clusters 2 and 4 are common until 11h, when it shifts to just cluster 2. During the most 

part of the afternoon and evening, clusters 3 and 4 have some points, finally ending the 

day with the behaviour belonging to cluster 4. 

Hour of the day Cluster appearance 

1 1 

2 1 

3 1 

4 1 

5 1 

6 1,3,4 

7 4 

8 4,2 

9 2,4 

10 2,4 

11 2,4 

12 2 

13 2 

14 2 

15 3,4 

16 3,4 

17 4 

18 4,3 

19 4,3 

20 4 

21 4 

22 4 

23 2 

Table 28. Cluster's appearance per hour. 
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Figure 99. Cluster's appearance per hour of the day. 

 

 

Figure 100. Clusters progress during the 24h. 
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To sum up, it has been found a behaviour for the shift of clusters both analysing the 

months of the year and, in a different approach, testing the hour of the day. As the first 

approach seems to be more general, since some patterns can be applied in several hours 

in different times of the year, this outreach is going to be developed further in the next 

section. The purpose is finding how energy moves through the European grid and the 

electrical reasons for having the four clusters established. Therefore, the transitions 

from one cluster to another are going to be analysed further, so that the causes are found 

being the more important ones: 

 1 to 4 

 4 to 3 

 3 to 2 

 2 to 1 

3.3.4.5.2 Electricity Movement Analysis 

Once it has been defined the transitions between the different clusters during the year 

2016, let's see what are the main differences between them speaking in electricity terms. 

The histogram for the capacity of the lines being occupied can be seen in Figure 101. 

Besides, the next figure shows just those above of 1500 times, to facilitate concentrating 

in just those values that are really high (see Figure 102). 

 

Figure 101. Number of times each line is above its 80% capacity for each cluster. 
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Figure 102. Number of times above 1500 for the previous figure. 

It is going to be proved that those lines having more than the 80% occupied in all 

clusters do not change or affect the decision of belonging to one cluster or another, 

because these flows always remain almost the same and therefore, will not depend 

neither on the season of the year nor in the hour of the day. Next, the flows where the 

four cluster shows a high value of times being above 80% capacity are explained. 

 DE-AT-LU to G1: as can be seen in Figure 103, even though during a period in 

March and another one in December, this exchange flow is almost constant to a 

value of 1000. 

 

Figure 103. Value of the flow DE-AT-LU to G1 during 2016. 
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 DE-AT-LU to NL: the behaviour is practically constant, therefore the line seems 

to be in its limit almost all the time, so that De-At-Lu is sending always energy 

to NL (there is just one small period as an exception for this). 

 

Figure 104. Value of the flow DE-AT-LU to NL during 2016. 

 NL to UK: next Figure 105 shows in a undeniable way a flow in its maximum 

capacity most of the times. There are also some moments when the value is 

negative, but that tendency is not that clear. 

 

Figure 105. Value of the flow NL to UK during 2016. 

 SE to FI: Here, as in the other cases, the same behaviour can be easily seen, 

since the exchange flow is always around 2000. 
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Figure 106. Value of the flow SE to FI during 2016. 

Now that has been checked that the previous flows are most of the time in the same 

values due to transmission line conditions, next step to be taken is the one already said: 

understand and justify the transitions between clusters by electrical reasons. This means 

that each cluster will have some special conditions that will differentiate it from the 

others. The purpose is finding those characteristics and the best way to do it and 

understand deeply the transitions is comparing pairs of cluster. The ones being analysed 

would be: 1 to 4, 4 to 3, 3 to 2 and 2 to 1. 

 Comparison between cluster 1 and 4 

First of all, the clustering activation showing just these two clusters can be seen in 

Figure 107. Meanwhile cluster 1 (in blue) happens more often during hard Winter 

months (November-February), the cluster number 4 is present in more months. One 

thing that can be clearly observed is the gradual shift from cluster 1 to cluster 4, during 

the months of February and March. 
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Figure 107. Cluster activation for clusters 1 and 4. 

Now, let's see which are the main differences between the electrical flows in Europe 

within these patterns. The value obtained for computing all the flows during the periods 

(see Figure 62 and Figure 92) for each cluster does not provide a very useful info, since 

both are very similar, varying around positive and negative values all the time. 

In Figure 108 is shown the difference between the percentage of directions directly as  

                                   

However, this information can be seen in a more accurate way by seeing the percentage 

of change, as shows the  (second figure), calculated as 

                
                       

           
 

 

Here can be soon seen that the flow between CH and DE-AT-LU is the one with biggest 

changes. Besides from that, also the flows concerning Italy and Norway with its south 

connections (The Netherlands and mainly  

DE-AT-LU). Also Finland shows some differences. 
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Figure 108. Difference of percentage of direction between cluster 1 and 4. 

 

Figure 109. Percentage of change for the shift from cluster 1 to 4. 

In the next Figure 110, just the values obtained above 60% are shown, to see which 

flows vary more, obtaining that what makes the shift between cluster 1 and 4 would be: 

 FR-BE and consequently BE-NL, NL-NO 

 CH-DE.AT.LU, DE.AT.LU-DK, DK-NO 

 IT and neighbours 

 G1 and neighbours 
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Figure 110. Values above 60% from the previous figure. 

About importer and exporter nodes, just DK changes (from exporter to importer). This 

is totally coherent with the results obtained before, since one of the main changes 

between cluster 1 and 4 involves this node.  

Now that the main changes in the direction have been identified, the mean values of the 

flows for each cluster will also be used. Therefore, having analysed previously which 

are the nodes making the difference will help now to take special attention to those 

values, to see what is happening in each cluster. 

As the comparison with percentages can be a little bit tricky, an easiest way has been 

found to see the changes in just a glance. Using the previous graphs of percentage of 

direction, new ones for each cluster has been created using a new method: those flow 

above 75% will be shown as always positive (1) and same standard for the negative 

ones (showing a values less than -75%, therefore now a -1). Those values that are in the 

middle do not show a clear pattern, so they will be considered as null because it is not 

straight forward if they are actually conditioning the results. 
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Figure 111. Direction of flows simplified for cluster 1. 

 

Figure 112. Direction of flows simplified for cluster 4. 

Just looking at both figures at the same time, it can be quickly inferred which are the 

flows shifting. Nevertheless, just to be confirm it, also the subtraction graph has been 

obtained and it is shown in Figure 138. Hence the flows that need special attention are 

obtained matching with the ones shown before due to big changes in percentages. 

Then, finally the specific cases being developed further will be: 

 The situation within DE-AT-LU and the North. This fact could be probably 

affecting the relationship between DE-AT-LU and CH, hence having the big 

shift obtained before. 

 How is changing the connection between FR and its neighbours.  
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Figure 113. Difference digraph for simplified direction in clusters 1 and 4. 

For the first approach, it is going to be proved that the more important feature for 

changing from cluster 1 to 4 is the quadrilateral DE-AT-LU, DK, SE, NO. The 

difference is how energy is moving, so that in cluster 1 energy flows from the centre 

(starting on DE-AT-LU) to the North nodes, while in the cluster 4 is the other way 

around (DE-AT-LU is importing energy). This can be seen in the previous graphs, since 

the relationship changes its colour (from green in Figure 111 to yellow in Figure 112). 

To clarify this fact even more, several details of this nodes have been done, shown in 

Figure 114 and Figure 115 how the energy movement would change. 

 

Figure 114. Particular case Cluster 1. 
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Figure 115. Particular case Cluster 4. 

Just to be sure that the previous pattern has been correctly interpreted, random points 

from each cluster have been selected. These graphs should display a behaviour similar 

to the one explained before, although some small changes can happen since they are 

single samples. Figure 116 and Figure 117 indeed show the expected behaviours.  

Finally, in this section, a likely cause for this shift is that the centre needs more energy, 

specifically DE-AT-LU, affecting also its relationship with CH, growing a 1115% the 

amount of energy flowing in that direction, that was the already planned. 

 

Figure 116. Random sample of cluster 1. 
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Figure 117. Random sample of cluster 2. 

For the second approach, that tries to analyse why France is changing its relationship 

with the neighbours, results can be easily and faster than in the other case obtained. 

First, it is undeniable that DE-AT-LU needs more energy. Therefore, the amount of 

energy flowing from CH to DE-AT-LU grows and the same fact is happening with 

France, that before was importing energy from Germany, and now is exporting it there. 

France obtains this energy from its relationship with CH. Besides, DE-AT-LU exports 

some of that big amount of energy that is receiving to Italy. 

The other fact to be explained regarding France is the increment on the exchange with 

UK, that can be explained thanks to the importing nature of UK (being an island is a 

driving factor). 

To sum up, clusters 1 and 4 have been defined by the previous facts. On the first hand, 

cluster 1 will correspond to periods of time for winter months during all day or early 

mornings also in other moments. Its behaviour is characterized by the energy movement 

from the Centre (DE-AT-LU mostly) to the North part of Europe, even reaching 

Finland. This also affects other relations of DE-AT-LU so that it can import the amount 

needed. Finally, some nodes, as Italy or UK change its behaviour, increasing their 

energy demand and affecting their neighbours. 

On the other hand, cluster 4 is more likely to take place during all day in the months 

from February to May and also in another ones, mostly during morning or evenings. 
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The electrical behaviour is explained by the fact that DE-AT-LU is importing energy 

from the North of Europe and exporting it to the nodes placed on the South. 

 Comparison between cluster 4 and 3 

First of all, the cluster activation per month is shown in Figure 118. In the first part of 

the year, cluster 4 (yellow) is predominant, mainly during February, March, April and 

May. However, in this last month, May, the shift starts to be visible. Finally, the shift is 

finished, so that the month of June is totally green (cluster 3). Then, in July and August 

there are several points belonging to cluster 3 but in September it changes again, having 

more importance cluster 4. 

 

Figure 118. Cluster activation for 3 and 4. 

In Figure 119, Figure 82 and Figure 92 have been summarized. As can be seen, in the 

first points the energy being moved in each cluster is different, since cluster 3 has 

positive values while cluster 4 is below 0. However, later the energy is apparently 

moving in both clusters in a similar way. 
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Figure 119. Comparison between values cluster 3 and 4. 

Therefore, from the previous figure no conclusion can be directly obtained, because the 

energy being moved in each cluster does not show a final decision. Then, the sign of the 

flows will be analysed, assigning positive values (1) to those flows that are more than 

the 75% flowing positively and negative values (-1) the other way around. Besides, 0 is 

for those flows that are in the middle, not showing a clear behaviour. This method has 

already been applied in the previous analysis for clusters 1 and 4. 

In Figure 120 it is shown that graph for cluster 3 meanwhile in Figure 121 the one for 

cluster 4 is shown (it has also been shown before). 

Just with a glance several differences can be seen, as the flow between FR and BE or 

DK and DE-AT-LU. Nevertheless, also the subtract digraph has been developed, shown 

in Figure 122. 
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Figure 120. Sign above 75% for cluster 3. 

 

Figure 121. Sign above 75% for cluster 4. 
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Figure 122. Difference of signs for cluster 3 and 4. 

Here can be seen that the only flow changing direction is the one between DKun and 

DE-AT-LU, because the other ones are just increasing the percentage of flow sent. 

Thanks to the graph shown in Figure 120, it can be seen that in cluster 3 the energy 

flows from France and DE-AT-LU to the North of Europe, reaching Finland also. Italy 

does not show a big change, since its normal behaviour is importing energy from its 

west neighbours and exporting it to G1. The only small change within this part is that 

Italy imports even more energy in cluster 4 than in 3.  

Then, in cluster 4, as happened before in the previous section, the energy flows to DE-

AT-LU from the North, incrementing also those flows related with The Netherlands. 

Also the percentage of times that each flow goes in one or another direction for each 

cluster is shown in Figure 123 and Figure 124. Now that the conflicting flows have been 

detected, it is time to focus on them to see how their percentages change. For this 

purpose, a small schema is shown in Table 29. 

Besides, it is important to highlight that in cluster 3 DK is importer of energy 

meanwhile in 4 is exporter. 
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Hour of the day Cluster appearance Cluster 3 Cluster 4 

 
 

DE-AT-LU 

DKun 89% -86% 

CH 35.8% 76% 

ITun 74% 91% 

SEun 66% -75% 
 

DKun 
NOun -62% -91% 

SEun 80% -60% 

SE NOun -66% -81% 

NO FI 76% 26% 

Table 29. Change of direction for cluster 3 and 4 analysis. 

 

Figure 123. Percentage of direction for cluster 3. 

 

Figure 124. Percentage of direction for cluster 4. 
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Then, the behaviour obtained for cluster 3 is similar to the one for cluster 1, since both 

are sending energy to the North part of Europe. Therefore, in order to define correctly 

both of them, let's see which are the main differences between them, as a next step. 

 Comparison between clusters 1 and 3 

First of all, as in the previous comparisons, let's see when they are taking place, just to 

have a rough idea. In Figure 125 it can be observed that cluster 1 is clearly a behaviour 

for winter months meanwhile cluster 3, in green, is just from the summer months. 

Besides, it is important that cluster 1 also takes place several times during just some part 

of the day (like in November, during early mornings) while cluster 3 most of the times 

shows a full day pattern. 

 

Figure 125. Cluster activation for cluster 1 and 3. 

Next step would be analysing the signs of the flows, using the 75% method. Both 

graphs are shown again just to facilitate the comparison between them, in Figure 126 

and Figure 127. The key factor in their comparison with cluster 4 was the shift of the 

direction of the flow between South and North, between DE-AT-LU and the northern 

nodes. However, comparing cluster 1 and 3, does not make any difference seeing them, 

since they behave exactly the same, exporting energy to the North. 

In this case, the main change seems to be the behaviour of France, that during cluster 1 

does not show a so exporting node as shown in cluster 3. Let's have a look of these 

particular flows with the percentages of direction first. 
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Figure 126. Sign 75% for cluster 1. 

 

Figure 127. Sign 75% for cluster 3. 

In Figure 128 and Figure 129 are shown the detail graphs for the node of FR. It can be 

seen that its relationship with the nodes in the South, i.e. Spain and Italy, does not 

change, it is still sending energy, although in cluster 3 it can be observed a little 

increment. Nonetheless, it can be see a clear shift in the behaviour between the nodes 

FR, BE and NL. In cluster 3, France is sending energy to those nodes, exactly it is 

exporting energy to BE and this node is exporting also to NL. In cluster 1 this behaviour 

changes totally, since it seems that NL is importing more energy from the neighbours in 

the North to be able to export it later to BE, going then from BE to FR. 
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Figure 128. Detail for France exchanges cluster 1. 

 

Figure 129. Detail for France exchanges cluster 3. 

Therefore, the main characteristic determining whether some period of time belongs to 

cluster 1 or 3, given that the energy flows from the Centre (DE-AT-LU) to the North, is 

the state of France. If France is exporting energy to all its west and north neighbours the 

behaviour will correspond to cluster 3, while if FR is receiving energy from NL through 

BE, the more similar cluster would be 1. 

 Comparison between cluster 3 and 2 

In this point, clusters 1, 3 and 4 have already been explained by their clustering 

activation, i.e. when they are happening, and by their electricity behaviour. Just cluster 2 

remains to be explained. For this aim, the comparison between clusters 3 and 2 is 

developed. As before, the first step is watching when both clusters take place. 
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Figure 130. Cluster activation for cluster 2 and 3. 

As can be seen in Figure 130, during the first four months of the year both clusters can 

show their behaviour, but it is more rarely. From May, where both take place, to 

December there are several points belonging to them. In case of cluster 3, as said before, 

it is kind of a summer pattern, mainly for all-day behaviours. On the other hand, cluster 

2 particularly shows a behaviour from 8h, that will last all the day. 

Now that each cluster has a time of the year assigned, the direction of the flows is going 

to be analysed, using the 75% tool for graphing. This graph is shown in Figure 131 for 

cluster 2, while it has been already shown for cluster 3 in Figure 127. 

As we can see, also in Figure 132, there are several differences between these clusters. 

First of all, the attention is to the relationship between DE-AT-LU and the Northern 

countries, here it is not seen a very special behaviour, but it will be revised later. It 

seems that here the point is also concerning FR and its relationship with the other nodes, 

that can even cause secondary effects. The situation looks like FR is receiving energy 

from its northern neighbours, like happened with cluster 4.  
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Figure 131. Sign 75% for cluster 2. 

 

Figure 132. Difference graph between 75% direction from cluster 2 and 3. 

 Final discussion 

Thanks to all the previous comparisons, the flows that determine the behaviour have 

been found. Their signs are going to be analysed in Table 30. Green shows positive and 

red negative, meanwhile these same colours but a little more lighter shows the same 

relation but in a smaller grade. 
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Flows Cluster 1  Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 

DE-AT-LU → IT     

DE-AT-LU → DK     

DK → SE     

NL → NO     

NO → FI     

FI → G2     

DE-AT-LU → SE     

FR → BE     

SE → G1     

UK → FR     

Table 30. Flows that establish clusters. 

 Finally, using again the clustering activation for the whole year 2016, shown in 

Figure 57, a new graph showing the transitions has also been drawn, seen in Figure 133. 

This way it is easy to understand how the different clusters are taking place throughout 

the year 2016. 

 

Figure 133. Transition of clusters during the year 2016. 
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Finally, each cluster can be defined by its time of occurrence during the year and the 

electrical features for which it is characterized.  

 Cluster 1 → "Energy flowing to the North taking the centre path in Winter" 

o This cluster takes place mainly during winter months, being especially 

important in January, February, November and December. It can appear 

during all day, as happens within the two first months of the year for 

example. On the other hand, it can also appear just a few hours in a day, 

as can be seen several times in October or November. 

o Energy flows from the centre of Europe (through FR and DE-AT-LU) to 

the North part. SE is importing energy from all its neighbours and 

exporting it to FI. These two last nodes are especially importers of 

energy. Nevertheless, it is important to highlight that energy does not 

cross G1 from Italy in direction of G2. Finally, France is importing 

energy from NL (which is also giving energy to NO) through BE. In 

Figure 134 can be seen the main nodes of the European grid and the most 

common direction of flows. Besides, the arrows indicate the main 

direction of energy moving through Europe. 

 

Figure 134. Energy flow for cluster 1. 

 Cluster 2 → "France behaves strongly as an importer node, so energy reaches 

the Northern part through the East during the second part of 2016" 

o This cluster takes place mainly in the second part of the year. During the 

months of August it usually appears in the central hours of the day and in 

September also in the evening. However, in October most of the points 

behave like this pattern during all day, and the same for the other two 

winter months. 
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o As it is shown in Figure 135, in this cluster the energy flows to France, 

being therefore an important importing node. This energy reaches FR 

through two different ways: the first one, following the path from NO, 

crossing NL and BE; and then from its neighbours DE-AT-LU and CH. 

In this case, also DK is a importer node, since it is receiving energy from 

all the adjoining nodes. Finally, energy, as in cluster 1, flows to FI, in 

this case, also through Italia and the grouping nodes. 

 

Figure 135. Energy movement for cluster 2. 

 Cluster 3 → "Energy flows to the North and East part of Europe in Summer" 

o This third cluster found is clearly representing the summer behaviour, 

because it takes place mainly in June (all the month) and several days in 

July and August. 

o The behaviour for cluster 3 is very similar to the one already explained in 

cluster 1. The energy flows from FR and DE-AT-LU to the North part of 

Europe, reaching SE and FI through increasing the flow in the direction 

DE-AT-LU to DK. G1 and G2 need a lot of energy, therefore importing 

it from the neighbours. Besides, here an intermediate behaviour is taking 

place between FR, NL and BE, since it seems that BE is a very importing 

node in this period, so it needs FR to NL to give it energy. 
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Figure 136. Energy movement for cluster 3. 

 Cluster 4 → "Energy flows from North to the Centre crossing several zones 

mainly during the first five months of the year" 

o This cluster takes place mainly during the first 5 months of the year, 

although there are also some behaviours similar to this pattern during 

September or November, but not that many as before. 

o Energy is explicitly flowing from the North to the Centre to DE-AT-LU 

and also to FR through its connections with UK and BE with NL. This 

last connection is passing energy from FI through NO, then NL and BE, 

finally reaching FR. Besides, on the East, it is important to highlight that 

G2 is importing a lot of energy, from all its neighbours. 

 

Figure 137. Energy movement for cluster 4. 
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4. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 IMPORTANT RESULTS 

This project has focused on the analysis of the flows taking place in the European 

Electricity Market, in order to developed a powerful tool to understand and discover the 

different issues that the cross-border exchanges enclose. 

The first step in any project is reviewing the past literature about the issue to 

investigate. In this case, many information about the European Electricity Market has 

been found as well as about different clustering techniques, but nothing specifically 

applied to the cross-border exchange flows. Therefore, all the contents within this 

project are groundbreaking and provide a new approach to the problem. 

For that purpose, a new methodology has been created. This methodology can be 

applied to any type of data having a value within a start and an ending point. In this 

case, it has been used to analyse exchange flows, but it could be used with distance 

between cities or with process flows in factories, just to give some examples.  

This methodology proposes graphs as the basis to understand the data and to explain the 

different behaviours, showing the nodes and the values of the exchanges. This tool has 

been deeply developed so that with just a glance most of the information can be 

obtained. Two different outreaches have been made: the temporal association of points, 

so that it can be joined as much periods as wanted; and the spatial one, to join several 

nodes in just one, being able to show a more general result. Finally, the clustering 

analysis allows to find different patterns in behaviour, so that the different cluster 

activation can be shown as well as other interesting facts, that will define the behaviour 

of each cluster. 

This methodology was applied to the case study: understanding and developing a deep 

analysis about the exchange flows for the year 2016. The data used was provided by the 

ENTSO-E platform, which gives the fundamental information for the exchange flows. 
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Nevertheless, this raw data needs needed some transformation and approaches to be 

usable. Besides that, the first step to take in any development project using data is 

making an exploratory analysis, where the outliers and missing data were found and the 

initial data set adjusted.  

Once the data to be used is known and it has been proved that its behaviour is coherent, 

the main application of the proposed methodology takes place. A general overview of 

the year 2016 helps to have a first rough idea about the data: which are the usual 

directions of the flows, which of them are very volatile... Besides, a normalized data set 

was obtained from the raw one, since sometimes is more useful having the values 

expressed as a percentage of its line capacity, because maybe comparing two lines using 

directly raw data will not provide a clear outcome.  

The next step is analyzing the data based on the most common separation for years, 

using the months. In this analysis, it has been found that the two main shifts within 

months in the year were between March to April and November to December. In the 

first change, from March to April, the nodes showing more changes are France, 

Denmark and Finland. On the other hand, the shift between November and December 

seems to affect mainly the East nodes.  

Nevertheless, this was an analysis in certain way provoked, since the groups were 

already defined as months. The best analysis is the one where the groups are made 

deciding on the data, not in fixed ideas. That is why the clustering tool was developed, 

to find those patterns within the data. 

In the cluster analysis for 2016, 4 different clusters were found. The first cluster has 

been called "Energy flowing to the North taking the centre path in Winter" because it 

happens usually on February or March during all day; and also on November or 

December, where appears also several times a few hours during the day. The energy 

movement in this cluster is from the Central and East part of Europe to the nodes placed 

in the North, mainly the Scandinavian countries. Besides, speaking about France, it is 

importing energy from its connection with BE and NL. 

The second cluster shows a different behaviour. Now Denmark is demanding a high 

amount of energy, so the energy no longer goes through it to reach the North. In this 

case, also France is demanding energy to its neighbours, obtaining it from DE-AT-LU 
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and NOun mainly, passing across NL and BE. In this case, even UK is exporting energy 

to France. Besides, as the North part also needs electricity, it flows through the East 

nodes (IT, G1 and G2) to reach FI. These features are mainly happening from August, 

so that the name this cluster receives is "France behaves strongly as an importer node, 

so energy reaches the Northern part through the East during the second part of 2016". 

The cluster number 3 clearly shows a behaviour for Summer, since it mainly exists just 

those months. Based on this fact, the name for this cluster would be ""Energy flows to 

the North and East part of Europe in Summer" It is characterized by the movement of 

energy from the Centre of Europe (FR and DE-AT-LU) to the North-East part of the 

map. What is more, energy is also flowing to G1 and G2, being this last one a special 

importer of energy, since it is receiving energy from all its connections. Another special 

node is Belgium, since it imports electricity from both of its connections, fact that did 

not happen in the other two clusters.  

Finally, the cluster 4 shows a behaviour similar to cluster 2, because the energy is going 

from the North to the Centre, but in this case the pattern is even more evident, since DE-

AT-LU is importing energy from all its northern neighbours. This leads to ask also for 

energy to FR, that hence needs to import it from UK and its connection with BE 

(consequently, involving NL and NO). Lastly, instead of having all the energy flowing 

to FI, in this case G2 needs a high amount of energy, so the flow is stuck in this node. 

This cluster is named "Energy flows from North to the Centre crossing several zones 

mainly during the first five months of the year" 

To sum up, four different patterns have been found, depending on the time of the year 

and also the electrical behaviour. These clusters summarize the behaviour of 2016 and 

can lead to the understanding of the European Electricity Market depending on the 

period in just a glance. 
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4.2 FUTURE LINES 

This project has focused in the use of Clustering as a Machine Learning technique to 

understand and find different patterns. Besides this tool, there are many others inside the 

Machine Learning field that could be applied, as an extra development for this project. 

For example, decision trees can be made in two different approaches: on the first hand, 

focusing in times and when each cluster takes place, and on the other hand, looking at 

electrical flows in each node, fixing limits to change the behaviour. 

Another possible approach would be the application of the proposed methodology in 

other problems, with a different nature. Since the methodology could be used for any 

data having an initial node and a destination, several options could be explored in this 

approach. For example, applying it to a factory where the flows of pieces are being 

evaluated could be very useful, to identify the critical path and find possible measures to 

apply. 

To sum up, this project opens a wide range of possibilities to continue developing this 

case as well as proposed a well-founded base to analyse other problems.
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SECTION II - ANEXS 
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1. MATLAB DEVELOPMENT 

In this chapter, it will be developed the main topic of this project, that was evolving a 

new tool to analyse flows exchange of energy in the European Electricity Market. Also 

these tools can be extended to any other data to analyse, as far as this flow has an origin 

and a destination, as well as a value to compute. For example, it can be also applied to 

other fields, like transportation timetables, logistic problems, process optimization... 

 

 Design of Matlab Functions and Tools 

The main object of this project, as it was said before, is giving a general idea about how 

energy flows through Europe, what means having a rough understanding of the reasons 

for energy changes. Then pattern about this movement can be obtained and explained, 

hence having the key to follow the complicate European Electricity Market. 

For this purpose, first a preliminary analysis about the data should be done, in order to 

take a previous step to dig into the data to be used. Then, an exploratory analysis should 

be made, just to be sure the reliability of the data. This does not mean ENTSO-E is not a 

trustworthy source but some countries do not register these flows in a proper way, some 

values could be contaminated or some values could be even out of range due to some 

kind of breakdown. 

Once all the data has been understood and proved, it should be provided some tools to 

be able to show and analyse it. This was done mainly using graphs, both directed and 

undirected ones, that show the different connections between nodes and the value of 

energy exchanges. A in-depth analysis was done in this field, since showing in a proper 

way all the data available was a key goal of the project. Many approaches were 

developed in this point, because Matlab provides a wide range of options for this items, 

as well as many others can be developed individually. For example, one of the main 

points, as will be explained after, was placing each node in its approximate coordinate, 

in order to show a map of the nodes as real as possible. Besides, not only the graph 

showing the value of the exchange flow was developed, also another graphs with 
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different information can be seen. Each graph gives a different approach to the same 

problem, having thus different points of view. Just to give an example, the standard 

deviation or the subtraction of two different flows could also be seen. 

Having the option to combine and select different dates is a very key tool. This means 

several dates and different moments during the year can be joined, so that they work as 

a whole. What is more, also spatial joining of nodes provides a powerful way of 

showing the flows, so that big groups could be done, to see how some parts of Europe 

behave.  

 

 Exploratory Analysis 

Given a certain amount of sample data for a field, it is always recommendable doing an 

exploratory analysis using statistic tools. This analysis is mostly developed using 

graphic techniques. The most common approaches, also being developed in this project, 

are giving insight into the data set, extracting important variables, detecting outliers or 

trying to understand the underlying structure of the data. [14] 

First, a rough analysis about the countries in the raw data was done, using the script 

exploratoryAnalysisScript. Here it is used the function nodesPerCountry to show the 

present countries and their nodes, creating the table tabCountries. Some appealing 

conclusions can be inferred, for instance, DE-AT-LU is a node for three different 

countries, Austria, Germany and Luxembourg. It is important to highlight also the fact 

that Italy has several nodes, as can be explained due to the fact of its singular 

geography. In Table 31 all the countries and their bidding zones (bzn) are shown.  
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Country Bzn Country Bzn 

'AL' 'AL' 'IT' 'IT-SACODC' 

'AT' 'DE-AT-LU' 'IT' 'IT-Sardinia' 

'BA' 'BA' 'IT' 'IT-Sicily' 

'BE' 'BE' 'IT' 'IT-South' 

'BG' 'BG' 'LT' 'LT' 

'BY' 'BY' 'LU' 'DE-AT-LU' 

'CH' 'CH' 'LV' 'LV' 

'CZ' 'CZ' 'MD' 'MD' 

'DE' 'DE-AT-LU' 'ME' 'ME' 

'DK' 'DK1' 'MK' 'MK' 

'DK' 'DK2' 'MT' 'MT' 

'EE' 'EE' 'NL' 'NL' 

'ES' 'ES' 'NO' 'NO1' 

'FI' 'FI' 'NO' 'NO2' 

'FR' 'FR' 'NO' 'NO3' 

'GR' 'GR' 'NO' 'NO4' 

'HR' 'HR' 'NO' 'NO5' 

'HU' 'HU' 'PL' 'PL' 

'IE' 'IE' 'PT' 'PT' 

'IT' 'IT-Brindisi' 'RO' 'RO' 

'IT' 'IT-Centre-North' 'RS' 'RS' 

'IT' 'IT-Centre-South' 'RU' 'RU' 

'IT' 'IT-Foggia' 'RU' 'RU-KGD' 

'IT' 'IT-GR' 'SE' 'SE1' 

'IT' 'IT-Malta' 'SE' 'SE2' 

'IT' 'IT-North' 'SE' 'SE3' 

'IT' 'IT-North-AT' 'SE' 'SE4' 

'IT' 'IT-North-CH' 'SI' 'SI' 

'IT' 'IT-North-FR' 'SK' 'SK' 

'IT' 'IT-North-SI' 'TR' 'TR' 

'IT' 'IT-Priolo' 'UA' 'UA' 

'IT' 'IT-Rossano' 'UK' 'GB' 

'IT' 'IT-SACOAC' 'UK' 'IE' 

Table 31. Countries and bidding zones. 
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Then, an analysis about the dates present in the given data was carried out, using the 

function findingDates. This function returns in a date time vector the present dates, 

being possible having just one (vectorDatesOne) or several dates (vectorDatesSeveral). 

As the data from ENTSO-E comes from different countries in different times, there is a 

wide range of data, being possible having some values that are not correct. First of all, it 

was accomplished one analysis about those values that are not shown, i.e. those 

exhibiting a NaN in the cell. There are certain countries, like Italy, that most of the 

times have a NaN in their cells. In the Italian case, it can be explained due to the high 

number of nodes, so maybe not all the records were stored individually but like a whole. 

For this analysis, the function findingNaN was developed. It returns a table containing 

those flows that have a NaN value. If the analysis is performed just with one specific 

date, the maximum value (and the only one shown) is 1. For example, here its shown 

the table obtained for the 2/2/2016 at 0h, see Table 32. As it can be seen, most of the 

NaN values are those involving the exchange flow between Italian nodes. 
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Bzn Bzn2 Bzn Bzn2 

'IT-Brindisi' 'IT-GR' 'IT-Priolo' 'IT-Sicily' 

'IT-Brindisi' 'IT-South' 'IT-Rossano' 'IT-Sicily' 

'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-Rossano' 'IT-South' 

'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-North' 'IT-SACOAC' 'IT-

Sardinia' 

'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-SACODC' 'IT-SACODC' 'IT-

Centre-

North' 

'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-SACODC' 'IT-

Sardinia' 

'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-

Centre-

South' 

'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-South' 'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-

SACOAC' 

'IT-Foggia' 'IT-South' 'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-

SACODC' 

'IT-GR' 'IT-Brindisi' 'IT-Sicily' 'IT-Malta' 

'IT-Malta' 'IT-Sicily' 'IT-Sicily' 'IT-Priolo' 

'IT-North' 'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-Sicily' 'IT-

Rossano' 

'IT-North' 'IT-North-AT' 'IT-South' 'IT-

Brindisi' 

'IT-North' 'IT-North-CH' 'IT-South' 'IT-

Centre-

South' 

'IT-North' 'IT-North-FR' 'IT-South' 'IT-

Foggia' 

'IT-North' 'IT-North-SI' 'IT-South' 'IT-

Rossano' 

'IT-North-AT' 'IT-North' 'MD' 'RO' 

'IT-North-CH' 'IT-North' 'NO3' 'NO5' 

'IT-North-FR' 'IT-North' 'NO5' 'NO3' 

'IT-North-SI' 'IT-North' 'RO' 'MD' 

'IT-North-SI' 'SI' 'SI' 'IT-North-

SI' 

Table 32. NaN data from 2/2/2016 0h. 

On the other hand, also an analysis containing several days and hours can be developed. 

In this case, some values from several moments have been joined: 1/10/2016 at 0h, 

6/3/2016 at 7h and 2/1/2017 at 1h. In this case, the table obtained in the analysis is 

shown in Table 33. As it can be seen, in this case some values are just repeated once 

meanwhile other ones are repeated twice. 
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Bzn Bzn2 Count 

'IT-Brindisi' 'IT-GR' 1 

'IT-Brindisi' 'IT-South' 1 

'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-Centre-South' 1 

'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-North' 1 

'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-SACODC' 2 

'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-Centre-North' 1 

'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-Sardinia' 1 

'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-South' 1 

'IT-Foggia' 'IT-South' 2 

'IT-GR' 'IT-Brindisi' 1 

'IT-Malta' 'IT-Sicily' 1 

Table 33. Finding NaN with several data. 

Finally, a detailed analysis about outliers was done. This analysis tries to identify those 

values that are not usual, so they are maybe a result of a wrong transcription. Besides, it 

is also possible that the measurement equipment was damaged. What is more, 

sometimes some exchange flow are extraordinarily high or low, due to special 

conditions. Those values could not give an accurate approach because they are obtained 

in very rare conditions. For this purpose, the findingOutlier function was designed. 

Given a certain day, it draws all the data and finds the lower, upper and center values, 

using the isoutlier function of Matlab. An example for the 2/2/2016 at 0h was carried 

out, obtaining the results shown in Figure 138.  

 

Figure 138. Outlier values analysis for 2/2/2016 
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So finally, using all these tools, a wide exploratory analysis can be carried out. The 

most intriguing fact discovered was thanks to the function that finds NaN values. A full 

analysis of the whole data base was made, obtaining Table 34 with the established 

direction of the flows and the amount of times this flow has a NaN value.  

As it can be seen, the maximum value is 26304, that is obtained within the nodes of 

Italy. This can be explained easily by the fact that inner nodes sometimes do not register 

the value of the exchange, because could be redundant. Every flow has some NaN 

values, that can be explained for the reason that at first some flows were not recorded, 

having therefore a lot of empty values when the database started, at the first months. 

Finally, it can also be deducted that the amount of the NaN values is coherent since the 

numbers match for each country. For instance, Hungary and Croatia countries seem to 

have started recording the data at the same time, since both have 6774 NaN values with 

their connected nodes. 

Bzn1 Bzn2 Count 

'GR' 'AL' 6867 

'AL' 'ME' 6888 

'AL' 'RS' 7124 

'BA' 'HR' 6769 

'ME' 'BA' 6888 

'BA' 'RS' 7111 

'FR' 'BE' 6777 

'BE' 'NL' 6776 

'GR' 'BG' 6776 

'MK' 'BG' 9695 

'BG' 'RO' 6881 

'BG' 'RS' 6952 

'TR' 'BG' 9695 

'BY' 'LT' 7491 

'CH' 'DE-AT-LU' 6946 

'FR' 'CH' 6775 

'IT-North-CH' 'CH' 6775 

'CZ' 'DE-AT-LU' 6785 

'CZ' 'PL' 6775 

'SK' 'CZ' 6777 

'DE-AT-LU' 'DK1' 20329 

'DE-AT-LU' 'DK2' 20328 

'FR' 'DE-AT-LU' 20329 
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'HU' 'DE-AT-LU' 20329 

'IT-North-AT' 'DE-AT-LU' 20329 

'DE-AT-LU' 'NL' 20329 

'DE-AT-LU' 'PL' 20473 

'DE-AT-LU' 'SE4' 20592 

'SI' 'DE-AT-LU' 20329 

'DK2' 'DK1' 6775 

'DK1' 'NO2' 6775 

'DK1' 'SE3' 6768 

'DK2' 'SE4' 6768 

'EE' 'FI' 6911 

'LV' 'EE' 6918 

'RU' 'EE' 6864 

'ES' 'FR' 6774 

'PT' 'ES' 6775 

'NO4' 'FI' 6774 

'RU' 'FI' 6824 

'FI' 'SE1' 6768 

'SE3' 'FI' 6768 

'FR' 'GB' 7343 

'IT-North-FR' 'FR' 6935 

'IE' 'GB' 7305 

'NL' 'GB' 6772 

'GR' 'IT-GR' 6860 

'GR' 'MK' 6860 

'TR' 'GR' 6860 

'HR' 'HU' 6774 

'RS' 'HR' 6774 

'HR' 'SI' 6774 

'RO' 'HU' 6774 

'RS' 'HU' 6774 

'HU' 'SK' 6777 

'HU' 'UA' 6778 

'IT-GR' 'IT-Brindisi' 26304 

'IT-South' 'IT-Brindisi' 26304 

'IT-Centre-South' 'IT-Centre-North' 26304 

'IT-Centre-North' 'IT-North' 26304 

'IT-SACODC' 'IT-Centre-North' 26304 

'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-Centre-South' 26304 

'IT-South' 'IT-Centre-South' 26304 

'IT-South' 'IT-Foggia' 26304 
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'IT-Malta' 'IT-Sicily' 26304 

'MT' 'IT-Malta' 11046 

'IT-North' 'IT-North-AT' 26304 

'IT-North' 'IT-North-CH' 26304 

'IT-North-FR' 'IT-North' 26304 

'IT-North' 'IT-North-SI' 26304 

'IT-North-SI' 'SI' 26304 

'IT-Priolo' 'IT-Sicily' 26304 

'IT-Sicily' 'IT-Rossano' 26304 

'IT-Rossano' 'IT-South' 26304 

'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-SACOAC' 26304 

'IT-Sardinia' 'IT-SACODC' 26304 

'LT' 'LV' 7537 

'PL' 'LT' 14645 

'RU-KGD' 'LT' 7490 

'LT' 'SE4' 16296 

'RU' 'LV' 6832 

'RO' 'MD' 26304 

'ME' 'RS' 6773 

'MK' 'RS' 7116 

'NL' 'NO2' 6773 

'NO2' 'NO1' 6822 

'NO1' 'NO3' 6822 

'NO1' 'NO5' 6822 

'SE3' 'NO1' 6768 

'NO2' 'NO5' 6822 

'NO3' 'NO4' 6822 

'NO5' 'NO3' 16655 

'NO3' 'SE2' 6768 

'NO4' 'SE1' 6768 

'SE2' 'NO4' 6768 

'PL' 'SE4' 6768 

'SK' 'PL' 6797 

'UA' 'PL' 6796 

'RS' 'RO' 6837 

'RO' 'UA' 6960 

'SE2' 'SE1' 6864 

'SE3' 'SE2' 6864 

'SE4' 'SE3' 6864 

'SK' 'UA' 6830 

Table 34. NaN values for the whole data set. 
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o Graphs Development 

In this section, a comprehensive tool for graphical representation was developed. This is 

a fundamental part of the project, since showing all the flows and results obtained in a 

very clear en direct way is a key factor. For this purpose, several actions were carried 

out, not just those directly related to drawing performance. 

First, as the whole data base contains a complete range from 2015 to 2017, it was 

necessary to develop a function just to load the intended amount of data of interest for 

each analysis. Then, having a complete dictionary containing all the countries with their 

nodes and spatial characteristics is a must in this project. Finally, the principal part of 

this sector is the drawing module. Here many tools were developed for showing the 

results obtained, changing its appearance according to the requirements.  

o Load flows 

The aim of this function is, given a period of time defined for a starting date and an 

ending one, just loading that period of flows. Therefore, it returns a table with the 

bidding zone where the flow starts and the one where it ends, as well as the value of the 

exchange. 

o Dictionary 

Having so many countries involved in the European Electricity grid leads to try to 

simplify the problem. The very first approach is creating a table with all the nodes in the 

data set, to have a description of them and the ID related, that is just a number given in 

alphabetic order. The table is obtained using the function computeTableBZN that 

analyses the whole data set and gives an ID, name and description to each node. 

Once all the nodes are sorted, it is necessary to assign their own coordinates. This is 

performed using an excel document, where it is stored the latitude and longitude of each 

node. This excel is called coordinatesBZN.csv. The final table obtained is shown in 

Table 35. 
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ID_BZN Name Description Latitude Longitude 

1 'AL' 'AL' 41,141 20,032 

2 'BA' 'BA' 44,181 17,817 

3 'BE' 'BE' 50,652 4,581 

4 'BG' 'BG' 42,753 25,195 

5 'BY' 'BY' 53,506 27,981 

6 'CH' 'CH' 46,792 8,118 

7 'CZ' 'CZ' 49,775 15,335 

8 'DEATLU' 'DE-AT-LU' 51,134 10,288 

9 'DK1' 'DK1' 55,832 8,753 

10 'DK2' 'DK2' 55,298 11,760 

11 'EE' 'EE' 58,644 25,825 

12 'ES' 'ES' 40,349 -3,617 

13 'FI' 'FI' 64,504 26,212 

14 'FR' 'FR' 46,606 2,339 

15 'GB' 'GB' 53,883 -2,658 

16 'GR' 'GR' 39,342 22,564 

17 'HR' 'HR' 45,016 16,566 

18 'HU' 'HU' 47,200 19,358 

19 'IE' 'IE' 53,181 -8,010 

20 'ITBRINDISI' 'IT-Brindisi' 40,581 17,884 

21 'ITCENTRENORTH' 'IT-Centre-North' 43,959 11,505 

22 'ITCENTRESOUTH' 'IT-Centre-South' 42,105 13,200 

23 'ITFOGGIA' 'IT-Foggia' 41,437 15,584 

24 'ITGR' 'IT-GR' 40,170 18,179 

25 'ITMALTA' 'IT-Malta' 36,921 14,725 

26 'ITNORTH' 'IT-North' 45,627 10,013 

27 'ITNORTHAT' 'IT-North-AT' 46,718 12,311 

28 'ITNORTHCH' 'IT-North-CH' 45,835 9,045 

29 'ITNORTHFR' 'IT-North-FR' 45,100 6,646 

30 'ITNORTHSI' 'IT-North-SI' 46,063 13,474 

31 'ITPRIOLO' 'IT-Priolo' 37,145 15,188 

32 'ITROSSANO' 'IT-Rossano' 39,592 16,657 

33 'ITSACOAC' 'IT-SACOAC' 41,565 9,204 

34 'ITSACODC' 'IT-SACODC' 41,565 9,204 

35 'ITSARDINIA' 'IT-Sardinia' 40,045 8,974 

36 'ITSICILY' 'IT-Sicily' 37,669 13,883 

37 'ITSOUTH' 'IT-South' 40,509 16,506 

38 'LT' 'LT' 55,284 23,881 

39 'LV' 'LV' 56,807 24,833 

40 'MD' 'MD' 47,204 28,410 
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41 'ME' 'ME' 42,789 19,286 

42 'MK' 'MK' 41,606 21,698 

43 'MT' 'MT' 35,890 14,443 

44 'NL' 'NL' 52,299 5,512 

45 'NO1' 'NO1' 59,912 10,768 

46 'NO2' 'NO2' 58,520 7,175 

47 'NO3' 'NO3' 62,037 6,540 

48 'NO4' 'NO4' 64,213 10,806 

49 'NO5' 'NO5' 60,920 5,487 

50 'PL' 'PL' 52,148 19,311 

51 'PT' 'PT' 39,634 -8,056 

52 'RO' 'RO' 45,857 24,943 

53 'RS' 'RS' 44,233 20,820 

54 'RU' 'RU' 55,677 36,702 

55 'RUKGD' 'RU-KGD' 54,707 20,498 

56 'SE1' 'SE1' 66,997 20,036 

57 'SE2' 'SE2' 63,368 15,822 

58 'SE3' 'SE3' 58,948 14,727 

59 'SE4' 'SE4' 56,285 14,331 

60 'SI' 'SI' 46,125 14,938 

61 'SK' 'SK' 48,727 19,508 

62 'TR' 'TR' 38,991 35,392 

63 'UA' 'UA' 48,973 31,370 

Table 35. Dicitionary tblBZN. 

Then, for the clustering part of the project, another dictionary was made, including the 

united countries and both G1 and G2. Besides, also the latitude for Finland was changed 

(just increased a little), in order to show in a more visual way the relationship between 

flows in Europe. This final table is stored in a .mat file, called 

DictionaryEuropeG1andG2, containing the table tblBZN, shown in Table 36. 

ID_BZN Name Description Latitude Longitude 

1 'AL' 'AL' 41,141 20,032 

2 'BA' 'BA' 44,181 17,817 

3 'BE' 'BE' 50,652 4,581 

4 'BG' 'BG' 42,753 25,195 

5 'BY' 'BY' 53,506 27,981 

6 'CH' 'CH' 46,792 8,118 

7 'CZ' 'CZ' 49,775 15,335 

8 'DEATLU' 'DE-AT-LU' 51,134 10,288 
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9 'DK1' 'DK1' 55,832 8,753 

10 'DK2' 'DK2' 55,298 11,760 

11 'EE' 'EE' 58,644 25,825 

12 'ES' 'ES' 40,349 -3,617 

13 'FI' 'FI' 70,504 26,212 

14 'FR' 'FR' 46,606 2,339 

15 'GB' 'GB' 53,883 -2,658 

16 'GR' 'GR' 39,342 22,564 

17 'HR' 'HR' 45,016 16,566 

18 'HU' 'HU' 47,200 19,358 

19 'IE' 'IE' 53,181 -8,010 

20 'ITBRINDISI' 'IT-Brindisi' 40,581 17,884 

21 'ITCENTRENORTH' 'IT-Centre-North' 43,959 11,505 

22 'ITCENTRESOUTH' 'IT-Centre-South' 42,105 13,200 

23 'ITFOGGIA' 'IT-Foggia' 41,437 15,584 

24 'ITGR' 'IT-GR' 40,170 18,179 

25 'ITMALTA' 'IT-Malta' 36,921 14,725 

26 'ITNORTH' 'IT-North' 45,627 10,013 

27 'ITNORTHAT' 'IT-North-AT' 46,718 12,311 

28 'ITNORTHCH' 'IT-North-CH' 45,835 9,045 

29 'ITNORTHFR' 'IT-North-FR' 45,100 6,646 

30 'ITNORTHSI' 'IT-North-SI' 46,063 13,474 

31 'ITPRIOLO' 'IT-Priolo' 37,145 15,188 

32 'ITROSSANO' 'IT-Rossano' 39,592 16,657 

33 'ITSACOAC' 'IT-SACOAC' 41,565 9,204 

34 'ITSACODC' 'IT-SACODC' 41,565 9,204 

35 'ITSARDINIA' 'IT-Sardinia' 40,045 8,974 

36 'ITSICILY' 'IT-Sicily' 37,669 13,883 

37 'ITSOUTH' 'IT-South' 40,509 16,506 

38 'LT' 'LT' 55,284 23,881 

39 'LV' 'LV' 56,807 24,833 

40 'MD' 'MD' 47,204 28,410 

41 'ME' 'ME' 42,789 19,286 

42 'MK' 'MK' 41,606 21,698 

43 'MT' 'MT' 35,890 14,443 

44 'NL' 'NL' 52,299 5,512 

45 'NO1' 'NO1' 59,912 10,768 

46 'NO2' 'NO2' 58,520 7,175 

47 'NO3' 'NO3' 62,037 6,540 

48 'NO4' 'NO4' 64,213 10,806 

49 'NO5' 'NO5' 60,920 5,487 
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50 'PL' 'PL' 52,148 19,311 

51 'PT' 'PT' 39,634 -8,056 

52 'RO' 'RO' 45,857 24,943 

53 'RS' 'RS' 44,233 20,820 

54 'RU' 'RU' 55,677 36,702 

55 'RUKGD' 'RU-KGD' 54,707 20,498 

56 'SE1' 'SE1' 66,997 20,036 

57 'SE2' 'SE2' 63,368 15,822 

58 'SE3' 'SE3' 58,948 14,727 

59 'SE4' 'SE4' 56,285 14,331 

60 'SI' 'SI' 46,125 14,938 

61 'SK' 'SK' 48,727 19,508 

62 'TR' 'TR' 38,991 35,392 

63 'UA' 'UA' 48,973 31,370 

64 'DKun' 'DKun' 55,565 10,257 

65 'ITun' 'ITun' 41,811 12,899 

66 'NOun' 'NOun' 61,120 8,155 

67 'RUun' 'RUun' 55,192 28,600 

68 'SEun' 'SEun' 61,399 16,229 

69 'UKun' 'UKun' 53,532 -5,334 

70 'G2' 'G2' 55,887 26,224 

71 'G1' 'G1' 44,387 21,511 

Table 36. Final tblBZN table for united countries, G1 and G2. 

o Drawing 

Within this section of the code several functions have been developed for being able to 

draw and show all the different features of the project. 

plotDay is a function designed for seeing a full day in a at a glance, it draws 24 subplot, 

each for each hour of the day, to see how flows develop during the day. In Figure 139, 

can be shown an example of this plot for the day 2/2/2016. 

Making zoom in this type of plot it can be easily seen which are the main nodes that are 

exporting and importing energy, since the size of each node is proportional to the 

amount of energy going through it. 
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Figure 139. Plot 24h for the 2/2/2016 

Given a certain number of clusters, the function plotAnnualPatternActivation plots the 

activation distribution within the 12 months of the year 2016. This function helps to 

give a general idea of the period of time where each cluster can be found. It allows to 

draw all the clusters, just one or a set of them, in order to be able to do a comparison.  

For example, first it is shown in Figure 140 the activation distribution for all the clusters 

given a certain amount of data. In this case, 5 clusters were chosen. As it can be seen, it 

is represented each hour of the day in comparison with the day of the month. 

 

Figure 140. Distribution activation for 2016 given 5 clusters. 
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Then, in Figure 141, it is shown just the first cluster found. This tool allows to analyse 

further the behaviour of each cluster and when it happens.  

 

Figure 141. Activation distribution for cluster 1. 

As it has been explained before, each node from Europe has certain coordinates (latitude 

and longitude). The aim of the function modifyPosition is editing the position on the 

graph for each node, so that it shows the real position, according to the coordinates 

given in the dictionary table. What is more, it is also useful for showing or not the name 

of the countries. This is a very powerful item, since showing them can be helpful 

sometimes but in other cases can lead to a more difficult understanding. First, in Figure 

142 it is shown how each graph would be without it, but showing the name of each 

node. 

Then, in Figure 143, it can be seen the same date but without the names of nodes neither 

the correct position. 
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Figure 142. Graph without modifyPosition. 

 

Figure 143. Graph without modifyPosition neither names of nodes. 

As it is known, there two different types of nodes, graphs and digraphs. The function 

drawJustGraph plots the first type, so that the direction of the exchange is not shown in 

the figure. In this case, it is not worthy implementing also changing the colour of the 

flow for its value, since the direction cannot be seen. This type of graphs (as the one 

shown in Figure 144) can be useful for giving a general idea, but the digraphs are more 

illustrative.  
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Figure 144. DrawJustGraph example for 2/2/2016. 

As well as there is a function dedicated to the undirected graphs (or just graphs), there is 

a function which aim is plotting the directed ones, called digraphs. These graphs have 

been widely used in the project, so a very powerful tool has been developed. This 

function is called drawGraph. Given a certain table of data and the dictionary related, 

there also another variables that should be provided as parameters: orderDelete, 

flagText, typeGraph and varargin. This last one is useful if the axes to plot the figure 

are given. In case they are not given, just plots it normally. typeGraph is a very 

important variable, since it defines the graph and settings to be plot. There are five types 

of plot: Digraph (0), Subtraction Digraph (1), Standard Deviation (2), Standard 

Deviation / Mean Digraph (3) and Recount Digraph (4).  

This function uses the given data and the dictionary for creating two different tables: 

EdgeTable and NodeTable. The first one is composed of EndNodes, that is a two-

column vector containing in its first column the origin and in the second one the 

destination node; and Value, showing the value given. Then, NodeTable contains the list 

of countries involved in the table given, assigning them a number in alphabetic order. 

With this two tables, the Matlab function digraph is used, so that the final digraph is 

obtained. Nevertheless, this can show the info but it is needed some adjustments or 

settings, to see it in a much appropriate way. 
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The parameter orderDelete establishes if all the countries should be shown or just those 

which have some flow in the given table. In case it is 0, then all nodes would be shown, 

therefore having a graph like the one given in Figure 145. This can be useful to see all 

the nodes involved in the problem, but when a deep understanding should be taken, it is 

better just to show the really important information. The comparison can be done seeing 

Figure 146, where just the nodes with flow are shown. 

 

Figure 145. DrawGraph with every node. 

 

Figure 146. DrawGraph with the nodes with flow. 

The other parameters, called flagText, is used to show or not the name of nodes and 

values of the exchanges. In it is shown how Figure 146 would be without them. 
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Figure 147. Drawing a graph without names or values. 

Finally, it is important to highlight that inside the function drawGraph, there are also 

some other settings contained in modifyPosition and changeAppearance functions. 

ChangeAppearance is a key function, since depending on the type of graph to plot, 

different settings are applied. This function, using the given plot already created, 

changes the way it is shown. For digraphs (type number 0), changes the colour of the 

line flow to green if it is positive and to red if it is negative. Similar pattern is applied to 

the other ones: for subtraction graphs, the colours are blue and yellow; for standard 

deviation graphs are magenta and black; and for standard deviation / mean graphs the 

colours are cyan and black.  

Several figures are shown next, in order to illustrate how are each of them. Since several 

graphs using the "digraph" type has been already shown, it is considered not to be 

necessary to show it again. For the second type, standard deviation, the graphic would 

be like the one shown in Figure 148. It is important to highlight that standard deviation 

cannot be negative, but since the direction of flows is fixed in this type of graph, the 

values are shown with a minus in front. Finally, this function for standard deviation is 

usually called after having processed the data with the temporal function for this 

purpose. 
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Figure 148. Standard deviation example. 

Then, the type for Standard Deviation / Mean is shown. This approach tries to reveal the 

value as a percentage comparing to the mean, so that a more consistent analysis could 

be done. Figure 149 shows the example for using the same data as Figure 148, i.e. using 

the date 2/2/2016. As it happened with the Deviation one, some changes should be done 

before calling it, creating the adequate values to represent using the temporal function, 

that will be explained later. 

 

Figure 149. Standard deviation / Mean digraph. 
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Different settings applies to Recount Graph, since it is a different approach. Given a 

certain table of data, this function computes the amount of times the flow goes in one 

direction. In Figure 150, one example is shown. Here the yellow lines are the most 

important ones, since they show the value 0.5, that indicates that the flow has changed 

its direction in the given period. Besides, also 0 and 1 are shown: 0 shows that the flow 

never goes in that direction and 1 that always. 

 

Figure 150. Graph showing the recount direction type. 

Inside the category of Graphs, also the function drawClusterPercent was developed. 

This function makes a percent of the given data, as the sum of the element of each 

column divided by the size. Then, the new table with those percentage values is 

designed and shown as a graph. 

Concerning about clustering, also three different functions were developed to 

understand each of them in particular. The function clustersVStimesPerHour develops 

an histogram showing how many times each the clusters occurs during a certain hour of 

the day. This is very helpful if we want to know which is the most likely cluster in each 

hour of the day. In  Figure 151 it is shown for hour 1, given 5 different clusters. Just at a 

glance it can be seen that cluster 4 is the most common one within that period of time. 

Another function is hourDayVStimesPerCluster, that represents the complete period of 

one day (24h), counting how many times the given cluster appears within the 

framework chosen. In Figure 152 is shown for cluster 1 during 2017. 
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Figure 151. Occurrence of clusters per hour. 

 

Figure 152. Occurrence during the hours of the day for a given cluster. 

The function weekDayVStimesPerCluster draws an histrogram showing in the X-axis 

the days of the week (1 is Sunday and 7 is Saturday) and in the Y-axis the number of 

times that has taken place the representing cluster in each day. Therefore, it can be seen 

in Figure 153 this graph for cluster 1, showing that it is most likely happening during 

week days rather than on weekends.  
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Figure 153. Occurrence of cluster 1 during the days of the week. 

Also, once the clusters have been obtained, several information can be obtained from 

them. The very first option is finding out which nodes are importers of energy and 

which ones are exporting it. For that purpose the function drawImpExp was created, so 

that the graph shown in Figure 154 was obtained. The lines between countries are still 

drawn, but the nodes are the main attraction: their size depend on the energy going 

throw them and also their colour, green if positive (exporter) and red if negative 

(importer). 

 

Figure 154. Nature of nodes given a cluster. 
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o Calculate 

Within this part of the code, the most important functions to modify and obtain the 

required information from the data are developed. 

There are two main functions inside, that are key points of the project: temporalGraphs 

and spatialGraphsPr. Both functions are used to make two different the approaches 

proposed. The function temporalGraphs needs to be given the table with all the data and 

the desired period of time composed as a vector of date times, as well as the dictionary. 

Besides from that, it is important also to indicate the type of operation to carry out. 

First, the selected part of the table are extracted using the indicated dates and the flows 

are composed as a single cell, to be able to apply the findgroups function. Then, the type 

should be analysed, there are four different ones. The first and second ones, 

"Promedio_NaN" and "Promedio_withoutNaN" make the average of the data, but the 

second one ignores any possible NaN data. In Figure 155 it can be seen the graph 

obtained with the first one, and in Figure 156 the second one. As it can be seen, 

different values are obtained since the second one just not take into account the possible 

NaN values. 

 

Figure 155. Temporal function with "Promedio_NaN". 
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Figure 156. Temporal graph with "Promedio_WithoutNaN" 

 

The other main function, spatialGraphsPr joins the given nodes and assigns them to the 

new node created. For this purpose, first an initial digraph is created but it is now 

shown. Then, the new node is created and added to the already created digraph. Within 

the EdgeTable, every node that takes part in the new one will be replaced by the new 

name. What is more, it is important to delete all the possible duplicities, since now 

several calls involving the same groups can happen. Besides that, also the new 

situations can happen, due to interconnections, so some flows could need to be summed 

up now. The function OneDirectionNotEqual should be also applied, to compute those 

cross flows and give just one value taking into account both of them. 

Once all these measures have been carried out, the final table is obtained as well as the 

new dictionary table, since the new zone would have been added at the end of the old 

dictionary, having new coordinates. These coordinates have been computed using the 

function calculateNewCoordinates, that takes into account the given nodes to join. 

There is another function, very important in the development of the project, called 

sortCoordinateFlows. This function takes care of cross flows, establishing the order of 

the coordinates. The predominant value if the highest latitude and, in case it is the same 

in both the origin and the destination nodes, the longitude is checked (predominant 

values are also the highest ones). 
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Once it has been proved that several graphs from different times and places can be 

obtained, a tool for being able to subtract them was made. Its name is substractGraphs, 

that given a reference graph and another one, compares them and computes its 

difference, returning the table containing those values. For showing this result, the 

graphs for 2/2/2016 at 0h and 2/2/2016 at 1h were obtained, as shown in Figure 157 and 

Figure 158.  

 

Figure 157. Digraph for 2/2/2016 at 0h. 

 

Figure 158. Digraph for 2/2/2016 at 1h. 

Then, the difference graph is shown in Figure 159. It is important to know that both 

graphs to compare should have the same flows, i.e., the same dimensions. 
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Figure 159. Difference between graph 2/2/2016 at 0h and 1h. 

The function called recountDirection is the one that, receiving a table of flows and a 

certain period of time, calculates how many times the flow goes in a certain direction. It 

also implements varargin as a parameter, since it can also compute several graphs. The 

function works as follows: on the first hand, for the first behaviour, when just a table 

containing data and a certain range of data are given, OneDirectionFlows function is 

applied so that any flow is duplicated and a table with all this flows is created; on the 

other hand, if the given inputs in varargin are graphs, the table is straight created. Then, 

all flows are counted, so that at the end it can be shown a column containing the times 

each exchange flow has a certain direction. As it is easy to see it in a per 1 way, these 

results are computed dividing for the amount of dates available in the first case, while in 

the second is divided by the amount of graphs given initially. Finally, a full table 

containing these values is created. 

As it has been mentioned before in this project, the scope to be carried out is a general 

one, not too specific for certain nodes. Thus it is convenient having just countries as 

nodes, instead of having various nodes constituting one country. For this reason the 

function joinCountriesNotBzn was created: it founds those countries with more than one 

node and joins them in just one whole node representing all the land. As a new node has 

been created, it is also necessary to update the old dictionary, hence having a new row at 

the end with the name of the country followed by "un" (for united) and the calculate 
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new coordinates. This last thing can be executed thanks to the already explained 

function spatialGraphsPr. 

Undoubtedly, one of the most used functions that has been created in this project is the 

one so-called OneDirectionFlows. This is a very complex function that addresses the 

problem of having duplicated flows. Once a random day has been selected, the data set 

provided can contain several flows duplicated, so that we have something as shown in 

Table 37. However, it can also happen that some flows just have one direction stored. 

This problem is solved thanks to this function. 

From To Value 

Node1 Node2 1500 

Node2 Node1 -1500 

Table 37. Example of duplicated data. 

Primarily, all NaN values are deleted. Then, it is checked whether the flow is duplicated 

or not thanks to an extra row added (containing a 0 if it is not duplicated, 1 if it is). 

Depending on this value, two different tables are created, that will be finally merged. As 

the final step, the sortCoordinatesFlow is applied to order them per coordinate. 

Then, it is going to be explained from the developed ones is 

createTableFromCentroides. This last function was created for the last part, the 

clustering analysis. Given the table containing all the 27 flows and the value to 

represent, it creates a new table with the origin node, the destination node and the value 

related to this exchange. 

Concerning the clustering analysis and how are nodes' behaviour, the function 

drawImpExp was developed. Given the table containing the energy going through each 

node in all periods, just the info concerning the cluster to analyse is selected. Then it is 

computed if the sign of this values is positive or negative and the final sum is done per 

date. Hence the final result is being able to determine in each node whether each node is 

an importer of energy or an exporter, and how much "importer" or "exporter" is each 

cluster. 
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2. MONTHLY DEVELOPMENT FOR 2016 

In this annex, each month of 2016 is going to be analysed in detail, to see which are the 

main differences in the exchange of energy due to the season. 

 January 

 

Figure 160. Mean graph January 2016. 

 

Figure 161. Standard deviation graph January 2016. 
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Figure 162. Coefficient of variation graph January 2016. 

 

Figure 163. Sign graph January 2016. 

 

Figure 164. Percentage direction graph January 2016. 
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 February 

 

Figure 165. Mean graph February 2016. 

 

Figure 166. Standard deviation graph February 2016. 

 

Figure 167. Coefficient of variation graph February 2016. 
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Figure 168. Sign graph February 2016. 

 

Figure 169. Percentage direction graph February 2016. 

 March 

 

Figure 170. Mean graph March 2016. 
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Figure 171. Standard deviation graph March 2016. 

 

Figure 172. Coefficient of variation graph March 2016. 

 

Figure 173. Sign graph March 2016. 
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Figure 174. Percentage direction graph March 2016. 

 April 

 

Figure 175. Mean graph April 2016. 

 

Figure 176. Standard deviation graph April 2016. 
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Figure 177. Coefficient of variation graph April 2016. 

 

Figure 178. Sign graph April 2016. 

 

Figure 179. Percentage direction graph April 2016. 
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 May 

 

Figure 180. Mean graph May 2016. 

 

Figure 181. Standard deviation graph May 2016. 

 

Figure 182. Coefficient of variation graph May 2016. 
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Figure 183. Sign graph May 2016. 

 

Figure 184. Percentage direction graph May 2016. 

 June 

 

Figure 185. Mean graph June 2016. 
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Figure 186. Standard deviation graph June 2016. 

 

Figure 187. Coefficient of variation graph June 2016. 

 

Figure 188. Sign graph June 2016. 
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Figure 189. Percentage direction graph June 2016. 

 July 

 

Figure 190. Mean graph July 2016. 

 

Figure 191. Standard deviation graph July 2016. 
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Figure 192. Coefficient of variation graph July 2016. 

 

Figure 193. Sign graph July 2016. 

 

Figure 194. Percentage direction graph July 2016. 
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 August 

 

Figure 195. Mean graph August 2016. 

 

Figure 196. Standard deviation graph August 2016. 

 

Figure 197. Coefficient of variation graph August 2016. 
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Figure 198. Sign graph August 2016. 

 

Figure 199. Percentage direction graph August 2016. 

 September 

 

Figure 200. Mean graph September 2016. 
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Figure 201. Standard deviation graph September 2016. 

 

Figure 202. Coefficient of variation graph September 2016. 

 

Figure 203. Sign graph September 2016. 
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Figure 204. Percentage direction graph September 2016. 

 October 

 

Figure 205. Mean graph October 2016. 

 

Figure 206. Standard deviation graph October 2016. 
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Figure 207. Coefficient of variation graph October 2016. 

 

Figure 208. Sign graph October 2016. 

 

Figure 209. Percentage direction graph October 2016. 
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 November 

 

Figure 210. Mean graph November 2016. 

 

Figure 211. Standard deviation graph November 2016. 

 

Figure 212. Coefficient of variation graph November 2016. 
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Figure 213. Sign graph November 2016. 

 

Figure 214. Percentage direction graph November 2016. 

 December 

 

Figure 215. Mean graph December 2016. 
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Figure 216. Standard deviation graph December 2016. 

 

Figure 217. Coefficient of variation graph December 2016. 

 

Figure 218. Sign graph December 2016. 
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Figure 219. Percentage direction graph December 2016. 

 


